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EDT TOTT IAL
The 1999 season comes to a close after a burst of
designs that have probably evoked more controversy
than any previous year. lt has been a positive close to
the Millennium with more published material than for
several years and lots more in the pipeline. in the main
an excellent year, circle wise, with a large nurnber
being reported as I write from Canada. I wonder if this
is because more are appearing, or because more are
being reported? ln the UK on the other hand I feel that
the media tends to think of them as yesterdays news,
and so we are probably losing out as many go
unreported, or get overshadowed by their larger, or
more com plicated neighbours.

It is so important that ALL circles get repofted, either to
our local representative, the Hot-Line or to our data-
base editor, in this case that is Steve Page of Devon.
Or simply send me your thoughts and images so that I

can pass them on. I am aware that several of you do
so, Kevin Constant of Bedfordshire for example has
sent me photos every year, some taken hundreds of
miles away from his home as he passes a crop circle
whilst travelling. lnvaluable evidence as in two of these
cases these were the only evidence of those events.

It has been a busy year in other ways too, the
Conference in Bristol, which is reviewed on page I by
Ray Cox, is a precursor to the Millenniurn Conference
which will be an event not to be missed by any
seriously interested crop circle aficionado. Hopefully
we will have more details in our next issue. Several
'names' in crop circie research have already expressed
an interest in taking part and there will be ample
opportunity to talk to them personally. lt will also be a
sociable occasion, an opportunity to !'neet old friends,
some of whom have perhaps not been seen much
lately. lt is also an opportunity to celebrate a decade of
CCCS and a decade of crop circles. Those who didn't
make it to the Bristcl Conference, missed an excellent
presentation of ideas, all of them linked together to
present a kind of 'Gestalt lmage'of ihe phenomenon.

It was a busy year, in that Terry Wilson's book sold
sufficient copies to cover the costs and looks set to

make a substantial profit for CCCS in the future. [t was
a busy year for the Holy Grail of the Litmus tests, some
of which tumed out to be of base metal, but as ever
there is sufficient evidence growing that indicates that
some of the threads are proving constant. Whilst we
are, to a certain extent, groping in the dark, some
characteristics are standing up to the test of time and
the machinations of the hoaxers. Some of those efforts
are explained within this magazrne and there is more in
the next issue. We need a 'Grain-Storming' Session
here to keep an eye and a mind open for ideas worth
germination,

ln the next issue, Lucy Pringle's round up of the
season's activities and her research, form almost an
addendum to her latest book, 'Crop Circles' which is
reviewed on page 26. Jim Lyons gives us the low
down on his research in an inspiring manner, and
Freddy Silva writes of his research and thoughts on
events in our fields. All in all it promises a grand finale
edition to the Millennium.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch so to speak, I am coming
towards the 'end of my fourth term of office as
Chairman of CCCS and I feel it is about time for a
change. Surely we have someone out there interested
in carrying the torch into the new Millennium? Ditto for
my editorship, again it is time for fresh blood to take up
the challenge and to carry the torch that will hopefully
throw a little light into a benighted world? I have put a
number of projects on hold and I need to get back to
them as soon as possible. You don't need to be an
Einstein to do this job, just reasonably thick skinned
and politically neutral.

No, we won't throw you in at the deep end, I will be
always available to help out or smooth the transition
from one to another. I have enjoyed the challenges
immensely and have met an extraordinarily large
number of interesting people. lt has meant contact
with people from Argentina to Zambia, on both sides of
the lron and bamboo curtains and from both sides of
the track, all of who have one thing in common - an
interest in crop circles.

Maqazine Submissions
The Circular always welcomes new contributions or submissions of material for publication. Articles may be sent via e-mail to
the editor. Alternatively, articles can be sent rvia s-mail, preferably pi'inted cr lr,ped in a non-draft OCR compatible font. Copy
may also be forwarded on a 3.5" IBM format floppy disk. All digital submissions should preferably be in MS U/ord (up to Word
97 SR-2 acceptable). Rich text, and DOS text formats are also acceptable. For our (mainly American) MAC users, please re-
member that all magazine compilation is pedormed on IBM PC's, so keep to a format which can be easily translated. A plea

to all prospective'digital'contributors, please virus checkall articies before submitting them - this minimises risks...

Contribution deadline for Issue 37 - L5th November 1999
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This year's season ended for many of us with sudden death of our
dear friend, pioneer crop circles researcher and founder member

of the CCCS, Richard Andrews. Richard had fought the increas-

ingly debilitating growth of a brain tumour for some years - but in
his case he won, since in the end the tumour didn't get the better
of him: he died on the night of 6th August 1999 following a heart

attack.

It has to be acknowledged that there were certain of those in the

crop circle community who, in the last few years, went out of their
way to belittle Richard's knowledge of, and immense contribution
to, the subiect of crop circles. I do not have to name them here,

since they know who they are, as do those who have heard and

read their defamatory comments - and I don't name them here,

because that is not what Richard would have wanted. But I do

raise this issue for a reason - so that those people can know that
Richard, despite eveqfthing, bore them no grudges. He forgave

them. That's the kind of person he was. (ln private, however; he

was deeply hurt by the unfair and unjustified criticisms aimed at
him - especially through the pages of "SC" - and wanted somehow,
some day,for the record to be set straight.)

To really d,o iustice to the kind of person Richard was is probably

impossible, but this is an attempt, for the benefit of those who
didn't get the chance to meer him, as well :rs rhose who "knew"
him, but didn't really know enough about him.

Richard was born into the farming corhmunit)r. He was a farmeq a
crop inspectori a restorer of antiques, a dowser - and above all, a

lover of the countryside, a real countryman. He was knowledge-
able on a wide range of subjects and was keenly interested in,eve-

rything around him. (What he didn't know about crops and the
workings of the countryside literally was not worth knowing.) His

work on dowsing and surveying crop circles, for example, was me-

ticulous, methodical and detailed. He relished every moment of
the whole process, from finding and talking to farmers, inspecting

the entry points to fields, checking for signs of human interven-

tion, dowsing, measuring, looking underneath the surface features:

in general, examining in minute detail - and all the time giving re-

spect to - the formations.

Some opinions he held strongly, but he never berated or deni-
grated anyone who didn't share his opinions. Whatever he

thought of someone's ideas, he never attacked them, but instead

listened to them. One of the things I particularly admired about
Richard on field work was that he made it clear that whatever he

thought about a formation, he wanted to hear everybody else's

opinions in case there was sorhething he had missed and not
taken into account. His example encouraged others to do the

same. This was genuine exchange and sharing of information,

which Richard was keen to promote. (lt was clear to me person-

ally from my conversations with him over the years that he con-
sidered information to be a valuable commodity, which should be

available to all.)

I think one ofthe keys to Richard was the concept of respect. He
would not, for instance, enter a crop formation without first ob-
taining permission. lf permission was refused, he simply would not
enter the field. He would examine a formation as much as possi-

ble without having to leave the tramlines. And he would report
back to the farmer or owner after completing his work, and thank
them again for their co-operation.

He was an excellent teacher. On the first weekend I myself spent
with him inspecting crop formations, I learned more than I had

done in three seasons of "going it alone". AII over the world today
are people who met Richard and learned something about crop
circles and/or dowsing (as well as other subjects) from him. And
they remember. He was the kind of person who made a lasting

impression!

His generosity seemed endless. I once asked him, at only a day's

notice, whether he would be able to stand in for me when I was

due to give a talk as part of the CCCS's Winter Lecture series, as

I was not too well at the time and didn't know if I would make it.
He agreed unhesitatingly, even though it mitht have meant a

wasted preparation and trip to London if I was well enough. Not
until we reached Euston did I realise how much the tumour was

beginning to encroach on his life and abilities, but he was willing to
soldier on. As it was, we shared the platform that evening, which
was another clue to Richard - his willingness to share. He was a
great giver; but with the added dimension of sharing. Ute and I

will never forget the magnificent Wedding Breakhst he produced

for us at Ron Jones' house in Abbota Ann the morning after we
were married. A large part of the magic of that occasion was

Richard's immense enjoyment at doing what he was doing - for
others - and the obvious pleasure he got from sharing the mo-
ment with us. Whenever he was given a gift by others, he would
make a point of sharing that too, if it were possible, with whoever
had given it to him.

Richard's connections and contacts were unparalleled. He had

links with important people and institutions in just about any walk
of life you could think ol in the media, government, the military,

ihtelligence services, esoteric groups - you name it! One might be

forgiven for thinking that at times he was prone to exaggeration,

but over the years I knew him I discovered just how much this
was, in fact,very real. His influence is everywhere,as is the knowl-
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edge he gleaned and then shared with those prepared to pick up

on what he offered. Whenever Richard disagreed with someone
or something, he would not argue or criticise, but offer construc-
tive criticism, in a patient, measured tone. He thought carefully
before pronouncing judgement. He was deeply spiritual, but at the
same time very level-headed when it came to matters important
for humanity. His analytical approach to issues was inspiring: he

would consider every aspecr for study, just as he did with crop
circles, leaving no stone unturned and continually looking behind

whatever presented itself immediately to the senses.

The only area in which I ever,to my surprise at first, found him to
be anything like impatient was the subject of UFOs and related
phenomena, especially the "alien abduction" scenario. To begin

with, I thought that he was being dismissive and sceptical, until I

realised that, while acknowledging the sincerity of the claims being

made and evidence being offered (and he was a great one for
weighing all the evidence), he maintained that there was probably

something else behind it all: he did not simply accept the data at
face value. I would have loved to have known his views on the re-
cently published book by Lynn Picknett & Clive Prince, The Star-

gate Conspiracy. ln common with Jacques Vall6e, Richard was of
the opinion that there was an underlying "manipulation" at work.
Picknett and Prince, having conducted their own investigation into
the claims and philosophies of the likes of Bauval, Gilbert, Han-

cock, Hoagland, Cayce etc. (in short, the proponents of the "New
Egyptology"), make the case for the existence of a long-standing

plan involving "intelligence agencies, politicians, international best-

selling authors, and the world's leading scientists and industrialists"

to persuade us that "the ancient Egyptian gods were - and are -
real extraterrestrial beings, that certain key people are in contact

with these berngs, and that they are about ro return through the
'scargate' between our world and theirs", with the ultimate aim of
creating a new religion with which to control us.

This Iine of inquiry would have been right up Richard's srreet. As

already mentioned, he set great importance on information and

the need for sharing rt for the benefit of all. But he was also con-
cerned about the withholding of information and the dangers of
us relying on "experts" for some sort of Holy Writ to cling to. He

emphasised that we should all check everything for ourselves.

There just isn't the space here to do justice to the memory of
Richard Andrews. We are the poorer for his loss, but enriched by

the legacy of his presence among us. He has been described as a

true knight in shining armour - which he was to so many on so

many occasions. He had the gift of always looking for something
positive in everything. He was a great example and an inspiration.
"Just when you think you know everything - you don't."

Goodbye, Richard. Thank you for everything, and bless
you. We miss you.

John Sayer

"To live outside the low you must be honest." (Bob Dytan)

Beckhampton, Wiltshire. 28th July 1999 Wheat
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TH E LAMMAS.N IGHT SKYWATCH AT AVEBURY

by James Hill and Brian P James

As most of us will know, the Avebury oreo, olreody steeped in mystery,

hos hod something of o recent history of unusuol hoppenings on the

Lommos night of 3lst luly - /st August. Crop ckcles usuolly obound

oround Avebury,Silbury Hill, ond West Kennet Long Borrow. Alsc UFa

sightings ore frequent, oll the woy from BOI-s to CE2K's (lf onvone

knows of CEjK's or obove, we'd be delighted to know the detor/s)

The Lammas night of 1999 fell nicely over a Saturday night i Sun-

day morning, and marked APRA's first joint skpvatch with SUFOG.

ln the event, five from SUFOG made the trip - Steve Gerrard,,

Ernie Sears, Bill Smith, Steve Ridet and Andy (sorry, Andy - didn't

get your surname). The APRA contingent was down to just James

Hill and Brian James on the day.

The APRA contint€nt had spent the afternoon out and about

looking at crop formations, taking the opportunity to stop off at

The Barge lnn, at Honeystreet, for refreshment and to look at the

various photographs in what is

now The Barge's crop circle display

room. Later we stopped off at The

Wagon & Horses, where we saw a

UFO in the car park ('UFO' was

the alphabetic part of the registra-

tion of aicar!), and had a good

meal.

We arrived at Avebury around

7.l5pm. We had a wander to look

at the 'new' crop formation on

Waden Hill a sort of "Matrix", and

we were as disappointed by it as

others were - it had looked so good from aerial shots, but looked

truly awful on the ground, and it was later confirmed that it was a

man-made publicity stunt.

The two groups finally met at around 8.00pm, for a well-deserved

cool drink, as the day had been one of the hottest of the year, and

certainly one of the most humid! We were then able to have a

very pleasant discussion on Ufology and 'the paranornral' in gen-

eral, and basically chat and swap stories and experiences until the

twilight arrived. Perhaps the opportunity to meet like-minded, and

indeed open-minded people is the most enjoyable part of any sky-

watch - even if the sky is cloudy, one can still swap experiences.

We decided to leave the comfort of Red Lion, and aii then nrade

our way to the northeastern section of the henge, and made our

'skywatch camp' on the embankment overlooking the well-known

1994 "Spider's Web" field (and the 1998 "Big Ring") Other groups

of various Pagans, Wiccan's and 'new-agers' were having rhere

own celebrations, chanting and other rituals around the henge. but

we were well out of range of their 'waccy baccy' fumes!

What would the night bring? During channelling sessions, BrianJ

had been 'promised' some sort of display by 'visitors' who wished

to show themselves. Ernie is also very psychically aware, and was

sensing, and inviting 'other beings' to show themselves.

OCdly enough, we didn't have to wait long for our first 'mystery of
the night'. A blue strip of light appeared across the "Spiders Web"

field, and we could see no light source! lt was very bright at one

end and fanned out at the other. lt was probably about l00m in

length, about 3m wide at its narrowest end, and perhaps 50m wide

at its far end. lt was probably about I00m away from the field

boundary in front of us. Steve R had a good look through his im-

age intensifying nightsights, but could see no crop pranksters at

work.
This was beginning to seem very similar to the lights seen at

Hackpen Hill on the night that this year's spiral formation had ap-

peared there (This may itself have been filming of 'man-making' a

circle, since it has now appeared

in TV commercials!) lt took
about l5 minutes of puzzling be-

fore Andy and BrianJ set out to
'solve'the mystery. They walked

up the track leading towards

Manor Farm and the Downs,

and eventually found that the

strip of light (unfortunately) had

a mundane explanation. A secu-

rity light was shining through a

narrow gap in the fairly dense

trees . and hedgerow and a

shadow was being cast from it
as it shone over the hedge on the other side of the road - this is

how the strip of light was appearing part way out into the field.

The two of us took the disappointing news back to our colleague

at the skywatch site, and joked that we'd asked for the light to be

turned off - curiously it did go out, and didn't come back on flhe
Force was strong in these two!)

The night sky was quite clear, but there were some clouds, that

were moving fairly fast. We were able to watch the usual satellites

(,Although a fault with the GSOC website prevented us having a

datalist of visible satellites for the night) At around I I .20pm, two

very bright orange/amber lights were seen low to our north, and

they seemed to be descending. We all had binoculars trained on

them, but they dimmed quickly, and we then noticed red and

green lights that looked like an aircraft's navigation lights. ln the

end we deduced thatthis had simply been a probable C-130 Her-

cules heading back to nearby RAF Lyneham, and that its landing

Iights were being discoloured by the general dust and haze in the

direction of Swindon. We are still waiting for confirmation from



Lyneham that an aircraft was inbound at the time.

In the (very) early hours of the Sunday morning, the Moon rose
over the downs - already starting its inexorable final wane to-
wards the rendezvous with the Sun for the eclipse ten days later.

Jupiter and Saturn were also nicely placed in the southern sky all

night. During various times, beams of light were seen playing into
the sky along the downs towards Hackpen Hill - we speculated

that it might have been crop circle hoaxers, although rabbit hunt-
ers in their usual pickup truck might be more likely. We were
also treated to a noisy firework display

from somewhere by Silbury. While
these lights were known, events later
were to have a different meaning.

At around 3.30am, a series of bright
pulsing flashes were seen over the back

of Waden Hill. These were not the
'sMashes' that have been seen so of-
ten during recent skywatches. Neither
were they the muzzle flashes of artil-
lery down on the Larkhill ranges -

there were no sounds of heavy gunfire, nor indeed any sound to
indicate further firework. They were certainly not camera

flashes. lt wasn't until about 5. l5am, when two young Dutch (or
possibly Belgian) guys came round the henge, asking if anyone else

had seen anything strange, that we got confirmation of the true
position ofthe flashes. The two young men had spent the night at
the 'other' end of the Kennett Avenue from Avebury and they had

seen the pulsing lights coming from behind Waden Hill from their
perspective, so by simple triangulation, the source for these pulses

was very close to Silbury. We still do not know what caused them,
and the hopes that they might be related to new crop circle activ-
ity proved foundless.

Soon after the pulsing lithts had finished, at 3.50am,James and Bill

almost together spotted something new, and urged the rest of us

to look By the time we had all followed James and Bill's gaze, high
to the north, we noticed a cluster of blue and white lights. Now,
at this stage, you would think that the six of us (Steve R having re-
tired back to SUFOG's hired MF( feeling ill), all keen observers,
would have immediately got our binoculars on this object? Unfor-
tunately no - we all stood watching it, no different to any ordinary
witness, taken aback by the appearance of a UFO. The UFO itself
was moving at aircraft speed, and was heading towards the edge
of a smallish cloud.

JomesH: "l sow a brigft white light thot wos os big os a peo held ot
arm's length. As it yeered its course, it chonged to on even brighter

whitelblue, and it olso chonged to ellipticol. As it continued to turn, o
triongulor shope could be seen, ond other blue ond white lights."

Brianl: "1 think thot Steve 6 wos focing the other woy, and t wos lying

down,focing the wrong woy (typicol!). I certoinly wos ',ore' in seerng the
UFO, but I sow it o more of o diomondshope cluster of blue and white

lights, some of o different intensity. I estimoted the c/uster to be like on

oicroft. in size, although I cannot be sure o[ its herght However, the
clouds were somewhere in the region of 4 - Skm up, so giyes us some

ideo."

At this point we were starting to get to our senses together, and

were thinking about using binoculars, cameras etc. We now expe-
rienced something of a 'Mexico Effect' or 'Q Factor,, since the
UFO veered in its course, to head to the thlckest part of the
cloud. lt went behind the cloud, and never re-appeared! By now
we were all sweeping the area of sky for any sign of the UFO or
other lights, but nothing was apparent. Either it had 'gone dark',
otherwise vanished or simply tracked behind the cloud back the
way it came, we just dont know. Even discussing it at the time, it
was clear that we had all perceived the UFO in a different way,

and subsequent comparisons show that between us, we can re-

port the classic collective witness de-

scription, of a "round, circular', disk-

like triangular diamond" - though we

all concur the UFO had blue and

white lights. Needless to say we were
by now well and truly invigorated for
the remaining night-time hours!

Ernie was trying to communicate

with his 'contacts', and I was attempt-
ing likewise, and had some sightings of
the 'shadow-manta' dark figures that

seem to be with me on a frequent basis, but which I don't think
were perceived by others, although some did see other shadowy
figures. While on a solo 'meditation' within the Obelisk Circle, I

did perceive one of the 'angelic' forms that have been around re-
cently, but it didn't fully materialise into this reality. Despite our
best efforts,we were not able to positively bring further UFOs or
other occurrences into our immediate realm.

We stayed to watch a wonderful sunrise lust before 6.00am on
the Sunday morning before returning to our vehicles. The two
groups said their farewells, and went their separate ways again, and
to get some sleep (fhis had been my second all-night watch in a
week I'm getting too old for this - BrianJ)

JomesH: lt hos to be said thot this is the frrst time I hove been out with
o group ond oauolS had a nigfit of stronge occurrences like thesg os

you usuolly get the soteflites, oero-

planes,and the odd flosh oflight lt
wos orso good to meet o group who

enjopd o good loug! as well (most

of the jokes connot be printed

here!) One doy I hope to do on-

other skywotch with SUFOG, per-

hops closer to their home oreo.

Brianl: This wos olso my first all-

night slolwotch within a group of
people, ond it wos thoroughly enjoy-

oble for oll the reosons that Jomes
hos soid. lt wos olso the first time I hove witnessed a true UFO on such

o wotch, ond given thot it occurred ofter neorly six hours, perhops it
poys to have patience? I think there is little doubt thot the eorly hours
seem to be more fovouroble sighting-wise.

We plan to make this summer skywatch a regular event, and
probably won't take too much persuading to do it on a more
regular basis in the warmer and clement months...
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CCCS 1999 Conference Report

By Ray Cox

The 1999 Conference was held on 4th SePtember in Bristol,

maintaining the policy of holding annual gatherings in different ar-

eas of the country. This year's theme was subtle energies, and it

was not surprising that, by the end of the afternoon, it was felt

that this theme had hung together very well, each speaker having

contributed to this very important aspect of our subiect in a com-

plimentary way.

The first speaker was Michael Green, who outlined in some detail

his work (with Jim Lyons) on one particular area 'Sibson, Cam-

bridgeshire, over a nine-year period. This is a rePeater circles lo-

cation, and being away from the popular Wiltshire circles region

has been largely overlooked and unvisited. Michael's archaeologi-

cal expertise was useful in this study in bringing about a synthesis

of what at first glance are disparate elements, thus combining the

geophysical, geohydraulic and geodetic disciplines as well as the

historical context of the site. There are stone-walled enclosures

nearby which were associated with Gallo-Roman and Celtic

shrines and in the last century mutilated statues of Hercules,

Apollo and Minerva were found nearby (see Michael Green's arti-

cle in The CircuLor issue 34.) His causative model leads to the in-

t€rpretati6n that geomagnetic energy and gravity waves when

manifested in toroidal form may well be responsible for many

crop formations.

This talk was enhanced and developed, and speaking to close the

conference, by Jim Lyon. Jim has sPent some years at the cutting

edge of research into subtle energies that mainstream science is

only now beginning to take somewhat more seriously. Zero point

energy, electromagnetic toroids, the physics of fluid dynamics and

even human thought are involved. Jim! fascinatint talks are always

a tour-de-force. They add to the growing body of research he is

building up. For the croP circle subiect this work is profoundly

important, as it would indeed be for many other fields if scientists

would involve themselves in it.

ln between we heard Lucy Pringle, Nick Kollerstrom, Steve Page

and Freddy Silva. They were all so interesting and informative,

their presentations so appropriate that, frankly, it was a pity that

there were not more attending this conference.

Lucy Pringle outlined her on-going work into the effects - subtle

and otherwise - upon people, animals and equipment. The human

effects concern health, in numerous contexts, and the .strange

bevaviour of equipment, which is often found, ie with camera bat-

teries. But, the matter goes mueh further to include strange time

distortions and curious coincidences. (The reader is recom-

mended to read Lucy! book from where much of the content of

her talk was gathered. lt's a collection of fascinating stories and

research that's not easy to put down.)

Nick Kollerstrom, who is an astronome( has studied lunar cycles

and has also published books on alchemical research. His talk

considered how the stone circles of Stonehenge and Avebury em-

body solar and lunar patterns. This has become relevant to croP

circles as such ancient sites have formed a local matrix, connected

with the emanation of the circles, and the arrival of the phenome-

non has come at a time when new developments in understanding

the astronomical meanings of the megalithic monuments are com-

ing about.

Steve Page developed his study on the aquifer question. A very

high percentage of circles has appeared where the interface of po-

rous (chalk) and impervious rock strata forces permeating water

to rise at or neat the surfuce. The chance element is almost cer-

tainly ruled out. Once again, hydro-geological evidence seems to

have a very important Part to play. Steve's is an attractive theory

and he has spent much time researching the idea which was put

forward briefly some years ago by Brian Grist in lhe Cereolog'st

As such it now fits very well with the new research of subtle en-

ergies.

Freddy Silva who has a much-visited web site, has been research-

ing crop circles since 1990. Realising the multi-disciplinary nature

ofthe subject, his talk here focused on the connection with sound,

earth energies, sacred Seometry and the sub-conscious- Freddy's

compelling presentation had some new things to impart, including

some personal experiences in the fields, especially with regard to

sound.

There were, of course, slides to illustrate the talk. lt was a glori-

ously warm and sunny day. Unfortunately the room had a discon-

certing row of slglight windows allowing the sun to Pour through

at a perfect angle onto the screen - but all was not lost.

All who missed the conference missed out on the added and un-

scheduled entertainment of - THE LADDER! - as Damian Broth-

ers and Peter Henden bravely risked themselves uPon the roof of

the building to place covering boards over the windows, for the

grateful benefit of all!
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Ideas, Beliefs and Enteftainment
By Tim Mayne

"lt is useless trying to frighten us by telling us the world will come

to an end in the year 2000 because we think of such an event only

as a great television play and we hope to secure a leading part in

it". So says Quentin Crisp, author of 'Resident Alien' (is he trying

to tell us something?) among other wise and witty books!

One of the points that I raised in my last article was that people

appear to be more interested in the UFOs they see in films such

as 'lndependence Day' or TV series like 'The X-files' than in cam-

corder footage of real UFOs. Why? I think its because Hollywood

UFOs are bigger, more flashy and more entertaining. This Senera-

tion is, in general, far more interested in enteftainment than ideas

or belief systems. Quentin takes this notion to its natural conclu-

sion; that is, we see our own lives as part of a huge 'television play'.

Of course this is not a new idea, Shakespeare put it most elo-

quently in these lines:

All the world's a sta8e,

And the men and women merely players:

They have their exits and entrances,

And one man in his time plays many parts.

However rnbst of us aren't really conscious of playing a Part, we

are too fufiy immersed in that part to step back and see ourselves

as 'merely players'. Anpvay, I think that the idea that entertainment

is more important at the moment than ideas or beliefs is perti-

nent to how we perceive the crop circle phenomenon and UFOs.

ls it that most people who visit crop circles do so because they

are interested in an inexplicable phenomenon, or is it iust to pass

the time in an entertaining way?

What if several people with camcor:ders all simultaneously re-

corded a huge UFO hovering over a wheat field and then caught a

crop circle forming beneath it? What lf there were many wit-
nesses to the event, the videos were proved genuine and they

were shown on the Nine O'clock News? How would this be re-

ceived by viewers; would it cause them to change their beliefs

about how they perceived reality and the place of the human race

within it or would they be mildly entertained by it and possibly

mention it to a friend in the pub the next night? I know which one

ld place my bets on. Another wise and witty writer, Kurt Vonnegut

says this: "The lesson I myself learned over and over again when

teaching at the college and then the prison was the uselessness of

information to most people, except as entertainryent. lf facts

weren't funny, scary or couldn't make you rich, then the heck with

them"

lf a percentage of crop circles were finally proved to be genuine

and this proof was accepted and promoted by the media, then

what then? Well for a start all us croppies could go around smiling

and smugly saying'l told you so'to those people who had previ-

ously humoured us when we brought up the subiect. Perhaps

more scientists would research the energies involved in the mak-

ing of crop circles and perhaps 'earth energies' would be officially

recognised alongside gravity and Earth! magnetism. Perhaps the

MOD would come clean about what it knows about UFOs and

crop circles and perhaps a few entertaining programmes would be

made, articles written and that would be that.

I think that whatever happens will be dependant on what the cir-

clemakers do next. They must know that only a small percentage

of humans are currently interested in their work Up until now

they have resolutely remained hidden and let their work speak for

itself; possibly they will never reveal themselves because that! not

the point of the exercise. So what is the pointl Ah, the million dol-

lar question!

Perhaps one aspect of the energies involved in crop circle making

is filtering through into the food chain and the water supply and

having an effect on us that we are totally unaware of. Possibly a

form of acupuncture is being performed on Mother Nature with

the crop circles acting like needles to alter the flow of earth ener-

gies and help heal the Earth. Or then again maybe our various re-

sponses to crop circles are being recorded and used as a form of

entertainment for whatever society the circle makers belong to! lt
could be that this unseen race is testing out its latest technology

and our fields just happen to be the best medium in which to do

so. Whatever the answer is, I have a feeling that the timing of the

recent explosion of evolution of crop circle designs is an impor-

tant part of it, plus the fuct that so many of them aPPear in Wilt-

shire.

Has there been a time or times when the crop circle phenome-

non blossomed into such complexity in the past? Perhaps it has a

biological cycle and blooms once every thousand years or so. Af-

ter a certain number of years of many large Patterns perhaps it

returns to the dormancy of a few simple circles for the winter of

its cycle.

How would the complex patterns have been perceived by a previ-

ous age of man, I wonder, in an age of superstition, devout religion,

ignorance, and in a mostly a rural farm-based society, where com-

munication amongst the masses conslsted of rumour, gossip and

tall stories (like our tabloids - some things never change). I'm sure

that the appearance of many large complex crop circles would

have caused more of a stir than they do today. The authorities of

the day would have been quick to ascribe a religious meaning to

them and interpret them in a way that helped their power over



and control of the masses; the same as most religions. lf Iots of the

formations had appeared in Wiltshire then that counry would have

become a religious centre and temples to the new gods would

have been built there, such as Avebury stone circie, Silbury Hili.

Stonehenge and endless tumuli.

What if the phenomenon itself is not a biological cycle but a cele-

bration of one.Just as we celebrate the annual harvest of cereai

crops, possibly the circlemakers are celebrating a harvest that's

about to occur and are using our annual crops as a medium and a

metaphor. So what is there on our planet at the moment that has

trown to fruition, blossomed and would benefit the planet by be-

ing harvested? Hmm, let me thinkl

Meanwhile, amongst all our speculations about the how, what and

why of crop circles, they keep forming every year. And every year

there are people who visit them who are affected by them in

many ways; physically, mentally, spiritually, and for a few individuals

these effects are profound. I think that if one year the crop circles

simply did not appear there would be quite a few people who

would feel a great sense of loss. So enjoy them while you may; plus

of course all the other beautiful, fantastic, amazing, fragile and ulti-

mately transient aspects of life and nature on our Mother Earth.

Barbury Castle, Wiltshire 23rd July 1999 Wheat

East Kennet, Wiltshire. 21st July 1999 Wheat

Steve Alexander

Steve Alexander
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Torsiorr Fi(elcls
by Roger B Toylor

I hope the following (adapted from an article recently submitted

to Coduceus) will be of interest to CCCS members. The more I

think of this subiect, the more relevant it seems. I hope members

will access the quoted website and tell me what they think'

It is becoming clear that the next great frontier for physics will be

the ether. The concept of "empty" sPace no longer suffices to ex-

plain a growing number of phenomena. Among these are field-like

effects, which do not seem to be accountable by electromagnet-

ism. While the theories are by no means complete, two tyPes of

these subtle fields have been outlined. One is the scalar field,

which may be naively visualised as a comPression/rarefaction

strain on the ether', rather like a sound field in air. Since I wrote

about scalar fields some years ago l, no publications have, to my

knowledge, appeared which might give convincing experimental

support for scalar field theory. Furthermore l, together with Rod-

ney Hale, have been unable to confirm several less-than-

completely-convincing rePorts from the fringe literature' While

that does not disprove scalar theory, there now appears to be

more evidence for another tyPe of field: the torsion field' This

may be considered (again, naively) as a "twisting" strain on the

ether.

Although torsion theory goes back to Einstein and Cartan in the

l920's, it has remained somewhat recondite in the West' This

contrasts with the intense theoretical and experimental studies

carried out in Russia - especially from the '80s onwards' But al-

most none of this has been translated - that is until very recently,

when a number of articles have appeared on the net, mostly from

Alexander Shpilman2. I have been excited by these, and also by

three publications in the excellent./ournol of New Energyj' One of

these (with 177 references!) is by A. Akimou who seems to be

the leading figure. For a readable account of the whole field see

the recent book by Keith Wakelam4.

A torsion field results from any spinning obiect. Since most funda-

mental particles have intrinsic spin, this means that ony obiect will

have its own complex torsion signature' just from the particles

out of which it is made. Further comPonents may then be added

if (a) the whole obiect itself is spinning, or (b) the spins of some of

its particles are aligned, as in a crystal or a magnet. But a torsion

field can also result merely from the gross externol shope of an ob-

lect. Simple shapes, which have beeri investigated, are cylinders,

cones and pyramids. lt is speculated that shapes used in sacred

geometry were chosen Partly for the effect on human beings of

their special associated fields' The field from any stationary, or

steadily-spinning obiect, remains yery local. But if the spinning ob-

jects (be they particles or macrosopic) are made to wobble, then

the field proPagates, at near infinite speed (at least I 09 x the

speed of light!) to the furthest reaches of the universe.

Physical detection of torsion fields is not easy. Some reported ef-

fects include: change in the rate of a quartz oscillator (suggesting

change in the rate of passage of time); changes in crystallisation

patterns (much studied by the Russians in solidifying metals, and

leading apparently to Practical applications); gas-disharge phenom-

ena (probably giving rise to some of the Kirlian effects) and a

number of other physical systems. But, as Alexander Shpilman

says, the best detector remains the sensitive human being' Thus

torsion fields can either be dowsed, or sensed directly: he says

anyone putting their hand in the field from a powerful generator

will be in no doubt of the sensation. Exposure of the whole body

to a strong field results in a variety of effects, ranging from per-

ceptual changes to headache and nausea. These are very reminis-

cent of the effects reported for people entering crop circles'

which may thus be acting by virtue of their shapes alone - al-

though the fading of crop circle effects with time after their for-

mation would argue against this. These Seometric and other man-

made torsion fields are of course very simple compared to the

fields associated with the complex arrangements of particle'

spins - in even non-living matter. How much more complex will

be the fields from organisms, and especially human brains!

A remarkable feature of torsion fields is their tendency to Persist

for up to a few days, in the local space after the source has been

removed or sryitched off. Such persistence was noted in 1984'

long before he had heard of torsion fields, by an Australian, Bevan

Reid, in his studies on Patterns of crystallisations. More recently

there is the amazing "Phantom DNA" experiment, done by V' Po-

ponin while visiting the lnstitute of HeartMath in California6' A

laser beam passed through a solution of DNA showed the ex-

pected characteristic Pattern of scattering. Amazingly the Pattern

persisted (although at far lower intensity) in the local space for

some days after the DNA had been taken away.

The torsion field concept could be seen as "tying up a lot of loose

ends". Thus so-called subtle energy is probably not energy in the

physical sense at all, but information, which can be dowsed or oth-

erwise detected in the form of torsion fields' This would aPPly to

earth energies, the sensations obtained from crystals and magnets,

healing (both local and distant) and many other Phenomena' lt is

thought that torsion information can persist for a long time in wa-

teri so forming a link with homeopathy; and perhaps almost indefi-

nitely in solid materials, so as to give a physical basis for psy-

chometry, the effects of the new healing devices one wears, such

as "Purple Plates" - and even ghosts!

Running as a connecting thread through these diverse phenomena



is mind, or consciousness. Thus we should now begin to entertain

a notion of the ether as a repository of mind. ln fact this idea has

been with us from ancient times, and may in addition be drawn

from the work of many recent authors, as diverse as Penrose and

Sheldrake, to say nothing of the Russians. Some theorists, notably

Jim Lyons,are treating the ether as a massless trictionless fluid. As

we know,with such a theory,Jim has been able to derive many of

the fundamental features of crop circle geometry. lndeed it seems

likely that, when he speaks of "gravitational vortices" he means the

same thing as the Russians mean by torsion fieids.

As a superfluid, the ether would be expected to pi'opagaie any

disturbance, and thus to "remember" any influence, indefinitely.

Physical theory is now coming to support the existence of an

enormous (near infinite) density of energy in the ether, and like-

wise to support its near infinite capacity to store information.

Thus from the beginning of time, according to this theory, the

memory of everything which ever happened will have been stored.

ln this way physics is beginning to bear out the ancient icjea of the
Akashic Records. Out of this vast repository, an individual human

mind can draw what it wants by mental intention. This is like a

very fine-tuned resonance whereby, for example, a dowser can

find only what he seek, while ignoring the incredibiy compiex

background. The current huge conceptual gap between mind and

matter, which has been bequeathed to us by science from the

I 7th century on, may perhaps come to be bridged by the concept

of the ether. lndeed it now seems that we are on the verge of a

nrajor revolution in which consciousness and physical reality even-

tually make some kind of marriage.

i. Coduceus.Autumn 199 I.

2. http://www.amasci.com/freenrg/tors/

3. J. fJew Energy, vol. 2, no. 314. Articles by A. Akimov,pp 55-80; V

F. Panov pp 29-39 and I.M. Shakhparonov pp 40-45..

4. Morphism of theVoid by KeithWakelam. Mulberry Books, 1995.

5. For a comprehensive presentation of his work, see B. Reid,

Mecical Hypotheses,vol. 29, pp 105-127; 127-144: 199-216. 1989.

6. htto://www.heartmath.org/RPhtml
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Glastonbury Syrn posiurn 1 999
Investigatihg Crop Gircles and Signs of Our Times

By Ray Cox

A wonderful, almost transcendent moment in the middle of harp-

ist/vocalist Ani Williams's recital happened when the audience was

invited to hum a beautiful Navajo melody. lt exemplified the

mood of this 9th Symposium. The annual Glastonbury event is

the doyen of gatherings for croppies, and, as always, a weekend for

meeting friends and acquaintances and for sharing, as Michael

Glickman describes it - a Gift. A gift of a modern, new and won-

derful phenomenon, shared by such gatherings as these, and main-

tained by the stewardship of such individuals as the organiser,

Roland Pargeter. Roland in his introduction this year shared with

us another gift, his relationship with the Avatar, Sai Baba, through

slides of his pilgrimages to sacred places in lndia. lt was perhaps'

Pat Delgado, at that-cathartic moment, way back in crop circle his'

tory, when the Doug & Dave story broke around him who was

able to realise that individuals have met each other and in many

instances become friends, through this new spiritual community,

and the Glastonbury Symposium supremely epitomises that fact.

There were lots of fine moments, and whilst the speakers were

varied in quality of performance, all offered far-reaching flexible

ideas and sincere convictions. One of the highlights this year was

Robert Bylns's articulate and coherent, simple and comPact out-

line of lnversion in maths and geometry. Based on the ideas of

Paul Schatz, Byrns illustrated by his talk which was primarily a

demonstration by use of paper cubes etc., the amazing type of

motion which gives profound relationships between such notions

as 'outside' and 'inside' and 'above' and 'below'. lt was first recog-

nised by Schatz whilst studying astronomy in its relationship to

Platonic Solids. lnversion inspires artists, archite.cts, engineers,

ecologists, therapists etc. As Byrn's title indicated, it is matheimat-

ics for the body, soul and spirit. And we were not very far from

cr:op circles here, either.

Geometry and number was a main, no doubt coincidental feature

of a number of lectures this year, and Robin Heath was fascinating.

An independent researcher into astrological cycles and a student

of megalithic cultures, his talk ranged through the geometry of an-

cient sites, finding esoteric messages underpinning much of the

neolithic architecture, and why Stonehenge still brings calendrical

rampages today every solstice. What was the megalithic culture

doing and thinking and why are we still so ignorant of what the

megaliths might be telling us?

Some presentations were somewhat rushed and speakers often

try to cram too much into their hour. Others took an hour over

twenty minute's worth of content. People seem to speak too

quickly these days, the main representatives being the media of

course. It is particularly refreshing therefore to hear such veter-

ans of Glastonbury as Michael Glickman - whose intense simplic-

ity this year covered crop circle geometrie's of sevens and

elevens - and squares; and Stanley Messenger, who again offered

his thoughtful esoteric wisdom. Palden Jenkins talked about

empty spaces once more, the empty spaces within crop circles

and the inner processes activated in humans. David Kingston,who

with Francine Blake (who had her own lecture spot this year)

conducted the customary Friday coach tour of the Avebury area"

spoke about the importance of sound with crop circles and how

the shapes of formations create particular sounds. Karen Douglas

extended her theme from last year of crop formations as

'temporary temples', to talk about the symbolism of circles in the

ritual landscape. Following this we were treated, as last yea6 to a

visual trip set to music, through the 1999 formations with Steve

Alexander! superb photographs.

Opening the main Saturday morning session was Andy Thomas,

who thank goodness, can be so entertainins. Andy spoke about

the terrible negative influences in our lives all around us in the

outer world, and in our inner selves.

To continue the geometric theme EgyPtologist Howard Middl+'

ton-Jones covered the Giza foramid complex and its link with

global sacred ancient sites, concentrating on new evidence show-

ing the purpose of the Plateau and its structure and its meaning

for us, and mehtioninS the present excavations and intrigue.

Ed Sherwood showed some interesting slides of luminosities seen

with crop circles and indicated how'some formations reflect

weather patterns and sound (another link this year) as a clue to

their formation. Wheat bends at the 5.2kHz range

Barbara Lamb returned to outline some channelled messages

about circles which produced a couple of interesting considera-

tions at leasc The possibility that they are produced during the

night because of the dangerous energies present for about an

hour afterwards; That the maiority and best are in England be-

cause the veil to the other dimensions is thinner here! lt! as wel-

come a reason as any other I guess.

Mark Pawson spoke of Biblical Hebrew texts with Particular refer-

ence to the very beginning of Genesis and how the Bible contains

a code revealing the text as a coherent harmonic system, a Pro-

found alchemical key to how energy is converted into matter. The

Bible is not merely a history or code of ethics. There was refer-

ence to the unusual 'Menorah' crop formation at Barbary Castle.

Rodney Carr-Smith's emphasis was with global alignments and



connections; Avebury - Silbury, Stonehenge - The Michael-Mary

Llnes, and the forthcoming significant calendar dates. The Mayan

calendar; theAugust Solar eclipse and planetary conjunctions.

Geoff Boltwood led a short meditation. Richard Milton! subject

was 'Forbidden Science' and why many scientists resist new dis-

coveries, the talk was based on his book - Forbidden Science -
where he investigates discoveries that have been marginalised and

ridiculed or ignored in their day - and also today.

Other speakers were Jaz Rasool on how nature is evolving con-

sciousness to the degree where we can handle the changes in

awareness, and how it is doing this through such things as crop

circles, changes in solar activity and paranormal events; Serena

Roney-Dougal on a gradually emerging spirituality; and there was

the welcome return of Dr Christine Page who spoke on Sacred

Wisdom through artefacts such as crystal skulls, the golden disc,

sacred temples and, of course, crop circles. (l was not present for

the extra-curricular presentation by Sir Lawrence Gardner.)

Unfortunately one cannot ignore the problem that this gathering

has every year - and even more intensely so this time, with a hu-

mid and still atmosphere in the eighties outside. lt is such a pity

that the proportions of the Golden Mean ration upon which this

main hall here is built cannot be properly reflected within - and

within us who come here every year. For we cannot do without
oxygen and if the laws of physics seem suspended in this hall as

Andy Thomas wryly commented in one review, this year saw a po-

tential health hazard. Think of it - 200 or more people in one

room with a number of fans turning over almost the same air for
long sessions at a time. This leaves everybody in a state of utter

discomfort - not the least for the speakers. Yet in a survey a cou-

ple of years ago, a substantial majority voted to retain this venue.

But is it really worth enduring such discomfort for the sake of
'atmosphere'? lt is no discredit then to the organisers, but there

is only one other solution. Those who control the Assembly

Rooms somehow have to find an answer to this problem what-

ever that is. For it's not just a question of bringing one's own

cushion, but air as well!

To return from this digression, one convenient improvement this

year was with the programme booklet, particularly the listing of
the speakers' credentials in order of appearance, together with

the titles of their lectures. Generally well prepared notes too.

I'll end where I began, with music, and the annual appearance of
the Avalonian Fr:ee State Choir. They retain that seemingly effort-

less ability to sing in tune unaccompanied. The songs this time in-

cluded their own arrangement of a tune which is so apt for Glas-

tonbury, and it! perhaps surprising they had not given it previ-

ously:Jerusolem, Parry's setting of Blake's mystical poem and famil-

iar at the Proms. So perhaps iust mentioning this makes it a little

easier for those who have never attended this event to glean

some understanding of its atmosphere.. .

"And did those feet in ancient times

Walk upon Englandl mountains green?

And was the holy Lamb of God

On England's pleasant pastures seen?"'

Next year's Symposium 29,30 3l July
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The Six-pointed Star - A West Midlands formation

by Ray Cox with Michael Newark,
Sheila Watkins & Freda Thornhitl

June 1999, Sutton Coldfield in the West Midlands of England, a pas-

toral wheat field dissected by an idyllic stream. A crop formation

arrives in almost the identical position as in previous years. [t was

a circle of some 26ft diameter with an attached 'L'-shaped pathway

of some 42ft length. The crop lay was anti-clockwise, and at this

point let Michael Newark take over:

MN: "lt dowsed 'Circlemaker', with a 'spider's-web' of concentric

and radial earth force coming from it. lt had a 'healing-spot' on is
Southeast side, iust a place where healing could be sent to People

who were ill. Some crop circles offer a chance to send healing."

The formation itself seemed unremarkable, but it was the only lo-

cal circle so far this year. So, at a branch meeting on Saturday af-

ternoon,26th June, Sheila Watkins suggested holding a short medi-

tation to ask for a circle to appear in another Midlands trepeater'

location (at Wythall). Three members independently received a

similar pattern of crop formation, and one experienced a six-

pointed star (which she outlined on paper) which was, to quote

Sheila, "Flashing on and off, like an old flickering black and white

movie". lt wasnt the first time such coincidence has occurred

with the circles phenomenon - nor with our group.

Later there was to be an even more amazing happening' That

same evening one of the ladies went to visit the Sutton Coldfield

circle and spotted another formation in the same field, but on the

other side of the stream. This new formation incorporated a six-

pointed star!!

The rest of the formation seemed rather peculiar. Unattached to

the star (which was about 30ft in diameter and also contained a

small triangle in each of the corners) was a shape, which was de-

scribed as "Like a skull with horns". lt was a squashed ring-like

face with internal laid features giving the aPPearance of two eyes

and a mouth, and two proiections on each side. (A visitor to the

formation had a camera malfunction at this site.) What could one

really make of this? Well, Michael did certainly make something of

it, so over to him:

MN: "This dowsed Devic in nature. When I walked into it for the

first time, the Devic earth force showed to be Feccal Gecid. This

man lived a long time ago. He was Jewish... He made the circle

last year, further down the field, to try and bring peace between

Arab and Jew. Hard as it is to believe the new formation came in

the shape of a six-pointed Jewish star, and a shape like a skull with

horns. This looked a little evil at first. I asked Feccal (Michael asks

by dowsing) why he made this design and his answer was;

'ls this not how you see earth spirits?'

I explained that it looked wrong, and that we don't see them ':
that at all. He seemed to find this hard to understand, and I ma:=

it clear I see him as he once was, and I would be happy to knc"'

him better. lfound no evil intent in the formation at all. E::-

path was active with earth force, running anti-clockwise in mc-:

parts, and the paths about 4ft 6in. wide. The star design w:,

some 30ft long with the'skull'and horns design a little longer

have the feeling that Feccal will make other crop circles in the r-'

ture, perhaps even in picture form of how he once looked. Tl-.:

would be nice, and would show we can communicate with t-=
spirit world, both he with us and us with him. I have no doubr .-
interaction has taken place again with the spirit world. Once w:-

special, but twice means we have an open channel of sorts to p:..

thoughts and wishes to the other side. A link with the other s:=

is being offered I feel. Feccal gave me the impression he is hap:

with the way Jews and Arabs now co-exist. Changes have bee-

made to heal the past, and he hopes men of all faiths can !r3r
closer together as brothers because God is father to everyc-:

and all nations. This may seem a little strong, but that is w-.-,

came through to me."

Sheila saw it in a different way, but no less empirically: "The Eart' .

energy grid is a more subtle 'sophisticated'form of power lr-:'
straddling the planet. Because we've lost it we make do with t-:
present clumsier 'hardware'. lmagine the electrical field of a h''
man mind, then the collective frequency of several... Trave -.

the grid, and recognised by who knows whatl As a group, w:

needed to expand a little, and experimented to apply this cosn' :

technology. Still not sure of the correct wavelength, but so far. t-:
response has been obliging and friendly; some communicatr: -

seems aPParent!"

With all the possible shapes one could envisage it does seem tl'::
the excuse of pure coincidence is quite unlikely, but the other a-'

swer could apply regardless of whether or not this crop forn-.'

tion was man made. That answer is the theory of non-loca:'

where lots of possibilities can be applied, including mind over m:-:'

ter and telepathy, across time and space. The concept of the s >-

pointed star was brought forward in time - just a few hours - b:'
fore the discovery on the ground. (Non-locality was found -

quantum physics as a property of sub-atomic particles - quan:l

These, although completely unconnected to each other, commur '

cate to avoid collision, and also mimic each other.) Can this be a:-

plied over distance? Can crop circles be thought of and con-:

into being over distance and time by the communication from or:
mind to another, or from one mind to the agency of operation. '



that agency is not human.

It was branch member Freda Thornhill who first noticed the for-

mation that evening, just a few yards from some overgrown

wasteland. lt was not obvious from the road. Let Freda take over:

"The formation was between the tramlines, about three yards

from the nearest. My camera played up - it dld not function when

I pressed the button, about eight or nine times out of about

twenty pictures. I was sensitive to a strong energy near the

ground. On each occasion when I went in (three times), after

about five minutes I came out because the energy was affecting

me. lt built up strongly up my calves - about a foot or more -
and the heavy tingling pressure lasted about fifteen minutes before

it wore off."

The human interaction with crop circles is consistently o

source of mystery and wonder

Trottiscliffe, Kent Formed 20th June 1999 both pictures taken 2 July 1999 O Andrew King
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Electrostatic Energy Testing',in
Grop Formations

By Ron Rus

Report on Preliminary Results of Electrostatic Energy Testing in

Crop Formations,Wiltshire, England, -,J u Iy, August I 999

Premise:

There seems to be a residual energy in authentic, non-human

made formations that has been detectable by dowsers and sensi-

tives for years. Methods have been sought by numerous research-

ers over the years to measure this energy and establish some sort

of litmus test for the authenticity of the formation. Paul Vigay of
Enigma had notable early results as did John Burke of BLT Re-

search.

History:

At the Crop Circle Symposium in Denver in April 1997, John

Burke of BLT Research discussed ,iing " sensitive electrostatic

detector in formations in a few instances with encouraging results.

He subsequently elaborated on this in a conversation with Dr.

Simeon Hein of Boulder: Colorado in the spring of 1999. Dr.

Hein purchased the suggested lab-grade instrument, a TREK-520,

which measures ionic fluctuations in the air. He tested it around

the Boulddr area to determine the appropriate protocol for use, i.

e. measuring height, grounding requirements, etc.

Field Use:

Dr. Hein gave the instrument to Ron Russell in June 1999 to take

to England to use in early crop formations in the Wiltshire area.

Ron took it into the Overton Unfolded Octahedron where the

device promptly failed to work. Subsequently, Rori replaced the

battery and took the device into the Hackpen Hill Vortex forma-

tion whereupon it failed again (rapid battery drain). When Dr.

Hein arrived in England in mid-July, Ron returned the instrument

to him with the report that it did not work as the batteries

drained when taken into formations. Dr. Hein began daily, inten-

sive use of the device and found some very encouraging results.

The batteries do indeed drain rapidly in certain energetic forma-

tions along with the batteries of cell phones, GPS devices, magne-

tometers, video cameras and tape recorders. ln the Devil's Den

formation, Fyfield, Wiltshire, all of the above happened on the first

and second day of the formation's existence. Subsequent visits to

the formation showed that while the energies were still strong

they tapered off and the batteries did not drain and fluctuations in

the readings could be made in situ with a videocamera. Specific

areas of the formation, particularly the smallest circles radiating

from the center: had very strong readings compared to the rest of

the circle. This effect was also seen in the Liddington Castle for-

mation. Diligent practice in the field with the instrument using

controlled scientific methodology showed several signi{icant &
coveries and interesting facts which seem to correspond wil
some ofthe results of other research efforts and intuitions.

Conclusions:

I) The field of energy that is residual in a formation can be meas.

ured with a sensitive electrostatic meter.

2) The readings from the meter seem to veriry some researcherd

intuitions about the quality of a formation.

3) The quantity of energy drops off as time progresses and ab
several week does not seem to be present in a measurable fonl
by the electrostatic device.

4) Occasionally the energy in fresh formations is so strong dr
electronic equipment malfunctions in peculiar ways, i.e. suddan

battery drain and sometimes subsequent battery recovery!

5) Known man-made formations do not register any variations h
energy from the baseline nor do areas of flattened crop due 6
random wind damage.

6) There appears to be a'membrane'at the edge ofa crop forne
tion where the energy shifu lower then perceptably higher. Hor
far upward this membrane goes is unknown at this time.

7) There are significant variations in spikes of energy in various

parts of any given formation thought to be 'genuine', especially ci-
cle centers and edges of inner formation detail.

8) Even when.a formation had been quickly harvested (the Bish-

ops Cannings' Basket) the meter used in the field still showed the

energy of the formation, and the edges and shapes of the unseen

form could be precisely mapped in the short stubble remaining.

Summary:

This seems to be a fruitful area for further study and research. Of
course, a hundred or more formations would have to be metho&
cally and precisely tested before any results would be scientificaif

acceptable. This would be an arduous task and funding is breirq

sought to implement this. Further, testing would have to be car-

ried out over time in certain energetic formations to determire

the time variable. Our preliminary results are encouraging, hw-
ever, and we sutgest that others obtain this meter and verify these

findings. We may have, at last, a litmus test for crop formations

that will be scientifically acceptable.

Midwest Research

Ron Russell - CCCS Midwest Coordinator
Box 450750,Aurora, Colorado 80046 USA

www.cropcircles.org



Celtic Challenges for The Circlemakers?

LUCY PRING LE'S M ERCHAN DISE
POSTCARDS (All at UK p&p t I.00

Overseas f 1.50)
C0l Set I (6 cords in set / 99415) t2.50

UK p&p t\.00 Overseos {1.50
C02 Set 2 (6 cords in set / 9931415)
{2.50. UK p&p tl .00 Overseos {l .50
C03 Set j (5 cords in set / 994151617)

t2.50 UK p&P {1.00 Overseas {l .50
C04 Set 4 (6 cords in set / 997) t2.50.UK

p&p t1.00 Overseos {1.50

CLASSIC CROP CIRCLE MILLENNIUM CALENDAR 2OOO.

Designed and produced by Lucy Pringle.
A superbly produced calendar of the highest quality, containing
3 gloss photographs per page, showing the classic crop forma-
tions, plus associated sacred places, cathedrals, villages, flora

and fauna.

Available from July 1999. Price € 10.
Add UK postage ( 1.50, Europe L2.00,the rest of the world

{3.s0

INDIVIDUAL POSTCARDS
50p eoch.. Up to 6 cords UK p&p {1.00

Overseas {.1.50
All postcords may be bought individuolly including

Cl3 Crop ArdelUFO Cortoon (Peter Eode).

Cl4 7 White Cholk Horses on one cord. (Ihis is new & won-
derful)

PHOTOGRAPHS

A0 I . Sing/e 6x4 colour photographs {l .50 eoch
UK p&p 50p Overseas t\.00

A02. Single 6xB & ponoromic colour photogrophs {3.00 eoch
UK p&p tl .00 Overseos {1.50

A03 Set of28 1996 6x4 colour photogrophs {28.00
UK p&p {2.00 Averseos {3.00

A04 Set of35 1997 6x4 colour photogrophs t35.00
UK p&p t2.50 Overseos t4.00

A05 Set of60 1998 6x4 colour photogrophs.{60.00
UK p&p {2.50. Overseos t4.00

or
A06 Set ofj5 1998 6x4 colour photogrophs {35.00

UK p&p t2.50 Overseos t4.00
A07 Set of50 1999 6x4 colour photogrophs {50.00

UK p&p t2.50 Overseas {4.00

.CROP CIRCLES,THE GREATEST MYSTERY OF
MODERN TIMES' by Lucy Pringle

A fascinating, in depth insight into the phenome-
non that has been baffling scientists throughout

the world. lllustrated with stunning colour & black
and white photographs. € 16.99

(not distributed by Lucy Pringle)
Published byThorsons. September 1999.

ISBN No:0 7225 3855 3

Trade discount depending on size of order
Alloverseas payments: US Dollar cheques (cost price + p&p x2l or sterling

lnternational money order only please to Lucy Pringle.
5 Town Lane, Street, Petersfield, Hampshire, GU32 2AF, England

Tel/Fax = 44(0)1730 263454

Emai! : LucyPringle@compuserve.com
http :l/home.cla ra. neul ucypri n g le



Tlre Pl-ri losoPfrer's StoneGA Ston(e lvlost S>reciolJs'
bSr Kris V{eber Stzervvoo

(excerpted from the work in progress:

TheWord is Nine - by Ed and Kris Sherwood)

Hoving the glory of god: ond her light wos like unto o stone most pre-

cious, even tike o josper stone, cleor os crystol'Reve/otion 2l:l I

'Ihese ore the days of miracle ond wonden..'- Poul Simonl

Grocelond

The Philosopher's Stone is an ancient symbol that originates in the

roots of Hermetic philosophy and the alchemical arts. lt is a meta-

phorical symbol of ultimate accomplishment. lt represents the re-

ward to the quest for a 'higher purpose'; an allegorical concept of

refinement of an element to its perfection.And as such, to the me-

dieval alchemist it was the catalyst in the long sought after magical

process that could transmute lead into gold, and its resultant re-

ward:The Philosopherl Stone.

ln a spiritual sense, attaining The Philosopher! Stone is a meta-

phor for ones' personal evolution toward perfection of the soul' lt

is the prize for achieving spiritual enlightenment. lt's the 'coming

forth as gold'; the 'pearl of great price'; being one with Cosmic

Consciousness; having undeniable personal experience of God.

A graphic image found in alchemical manuscripts of the Philoso-

pher's Stone is that of a six-pointed star which has a 'small dot

above the upper right point' (Fig.2a). The 'small dot' representing

the'presence of God and guidance of the Divine SPirit'. (l)

ln 1997, breathtakingly presented at the foot of Silbury Hill, those

of us witnessing the modern day miracles expressed in Crop Cir-

cles received our own Philosopher's Stone! (Fig. l) lt was the mag-

nificent 'Fractal Star of David', as named by Peter Sorensen in his

silhouette drawing (Fig.2b); also called the 'Koch I Snow{lake' after

the fractal Swedish mathemetician Helge von Koch, who defined

the principles of the 'Koch Curve' (Fig. 3), a fractal shape with the

paradoxical qualities of a finite sPace contained by an eventually

infinite border. This fractalised six-pointed star Crop Circle design

was in fact an ultimate embodiment of The Philosopher's Stone!

Not only did it have the 'small dot above its upper right point' to

signifr the 'presence of God, it was surrounded with a joyous gar-

land of 'small dots', emphasising the abundant presence of God

and Divine Guidance! When aligned with Silbury Hill at the top of

the picture, the 'small dot' representing God was positionediust

obove the upper right froaol point of the star! A glorious confirma-

tion of our collective move toward higher consciousness. The

complex interleaving of the ground lay created a glinting, crystal-

line image that moved with depth and dimensional structure when

viewed from the air; its green-gold facets gleaming 'even like a ias-

per stone, clear as crystal;'. (ii)

This formation was supremely layered with vast and intercon-

nected meanings of profound significance; implicit in the timing,

placement, design, and physical components. I have found so many

incredible tayers to this single formation alone, that tr will have to
just scratch the sur{ace here and save much of the minutia for 'the

book. Ed also has his own astounding experiences and observa-

tions that add to the genesis of this formation. ln a chronology

that had its beginning in 1992, his name is rightfully the first that

should be inscribed on this 'Stone'; but that is his to tell, and he

will do in his part of this larger'work in progress'.

The genuine Crop Circle phenomenon has demonstrated its abil-

ity to be psycho-interactive with those giving their attention to it.

There have been multitudinous examples of this remarkable com-

ponent to its creative process (e.g.: iii, iv, vii). Most researchers

can relate personal experiences with this aspect of the phenome-

non. My husband, Ed Sherwood, has realized that the Collective

Mind and the lnfinite lntelligence of God is the true Source of all

genuine Crop Circle formations, and has known this since the

Spring of I99 I,when he decoded the 1990 Alton Priors East Field

'Weather Symbol' formation.(v) Ed's comprehensive understand-

ing and experience of the phenomenon has deepened and en-

riched my own ability to understand how it can manifest interac-
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tively with and through our consciousness. I have been able to ap-

ply that knowledge to my own observations of what is being

shown to us through Crop Circles, thus seeing more clearly and

intuitively the many intricate facets to their meaning. I have found

that understanding the'Source' clarifies the message and renders

the Creator's 'handwriting' legible. The symbols and numbers so

ingeniously encoded in the genuine glyphs say their Creator's own

name repeatedly and resoundingly for all who will look, to be able

to find and know. The signs reveal pan-cultural clues, many that

can be traced to the beginning of written records, that can only

point to a single, all inclusive, Omniscient source.

The spectacular 'Snowflakes' of lr997 had multiple influencing fac-

tors instrumental in thelr creation, and there were at least three

major events of Collective Conscious focus that, in my view. con-

tributed directly to the genesis of their particular designs. I will

elaborate further on them in following paragraphs. The first of the

contributing events was the controversial, and subsequently dis-

missed as the hoax it was, Oliver's Castle Ligha video that sup-

posedly shows a'Snowflake' crop formation being created by flying

balls of light. The second event'contributing to the snowflake de-

signs was a synchronized worldwide meditation for the healing of
the Earth Mother Gaia, called the GaiaMind Global Meditation in

January 1997. (vi) The third main contributing event was a gather-

ing of like-minded folks, focused by researcher Dana Thibault on

the fractal principles of the mathemetician Koch, during a Sophia

lnstitute presentation in Denver, Colorado on February 22nd of
1997 (vii); wherein he screened an illustration of the Koch

'snowflake' fractal, while speaking of the awesome fractal designs

seen in past Crop Circles formations. (l recommend anyone who

has not seen Dana's astounding 'Fractal Miracles of Nature' pres-

entation to contact Backcountry Productions in Colorado and or-

der a copy of the video.)

The true Crop Circle phenomenon has been known to respond

interactively to the efforts of hoaxers as well as to dedicated re-

searchers. There are many stories from admitted hoaxers, who

have had first hand experiences with the real phenomenon in the

fields while attempting to make their hoaxes. I don't think it is any

coincidence that,as the end of the'96 Crop Circle season was rife

with controversy over the infamous 'Snowflake' video and as re-

searchers argued, some vilifying each other mercilessly for their

opinions of it in the following months; no coincidence that one of

the first truly impressive authentic formations of the '97 season

was in the hexagonai shape of a snowflake! So much time and en-

ergy was spent debating the authenticity of the video, that has

now been proven to have been an elaborate hoax. This one dis-

reputable video clip has gotten more attention from the main-

stream media than all the genuine Crop Circles that have ap-

peared since 1996! Snowflakes and six-pointed stars were in the

forefront of consciousness as the new Crop Circle season began;

the genuine 'Circlemaker' had answered back stunningly, but it was

just one layer of the fantastic'glass onion' in store for us in 1997.

The GaiaMind Meditation was a globally synchronized event

meant to focus 'unified global consciousness' on our
'interconnected relationship with Gaia - the living Earth'. A mo-

ment to direct our love and healing, both environmentally and

spiritually. toward our precious endangered planet, and hopefully a

new planetary awareness of our vital interdependence:'a healing

transformation of the Earth' (sort of a giobal 'Philosopher's Stone'

for Gaiai). A time to envision a balancing of the long neglected

feminine aspects of creation, and reclaim our Goddess before she

finally suffers irreparable damage. The inspiration for the timing of

the meditation being a very rare and 'archetypally appropriate' and

balanced astronomical alignment of stars and planets on January
23, 1997. that would form a gigantic six-pointed star spread out
across the heavens. The alignment, that had not occurred since

Yt^^ A:_-^_-t^-- t^^___ a^
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times, would

be marked

around the

globe, with

syn ch ro n ized

groups of

meditators at

exact local

times, as the

galactic Star

of David
passed over-

head (Fig. 4).

Visit the per-

manent web-

site at <www.Saiamind.com> to see and read more about this his-

toric event. At the time it was the largest global meditation ever

organized.

I posted the GaiaMind announcement on the wall above my desk

at work, where it stayed for the rest of the year' Ed and I whole-

heartedly ioined in on the 23rd of January along with many

friends, and all the others around the world, who meditated on

peace and healing and the mandala of that six-pointed star' The as-

trological chart of the GaiaMind alignment on the wall Poster was

inscribed with multiple lines delineating the archetyPal star within

a hexagonal frame of tangents, which looked remarkably like the

basic structure of the Stonehenge Snowflake that would appear

on June 9th, nearly five months later (Fig'5)' After it appeared in

June, I posted a photo of the Stonehenge Snowflake over my desk

next to the GaiaMind notice. Within a few days it occurred to me

in a 'revelatory flash', that the Snowflake formation was a near

perfect representation of the GaiaMind alignment! The effect of

focused consciousness and meditation in relation to Crop Circle

creation again apparently demonstrated, brilliantly and elegantly'

and in seeming answer to the question posed on the GaiaMind

website:'What influence could millions of people ioined in simulta-

neous meditation and prayer have on global consciousness?'

The Stonehenge Snowflake turned out to be the first of several

Fig.4 Fig.5 Fig.6

hexagram based formations of 1997, including the a:': -

straight-line structure of the Cley Hill Formation that fol c"'::

early July (Fig.6). The 'Snowflake' formations not only loc'r::

markably like the grid of lines forming the alignmenr :' '

GaiaMind astrological chart posted on my wall: they alsc - -

tained the multiPle and ancient symbolic references and me:- :

of the six-pointed star/hexagram, includinS: the two oPp:: -

overlayed triangles that are the archetypal represencation c' -

'sacred union'of male and female principles,the heiros Samos 
-'-:

'chalice and the blade'; to alchemists fire and water; also the

Yang; the spinning double tetrahedra of the 'living merkaba" ar:

is the earliest known symbol of the Creator (vii, ix, x)' To my '-

ther amazement, while researching this article I learned that :- -

Pisces astrological symbol (Fig.7) is another rePresentation of :- '

topis phitosophorum, the Philosopher's Stonel (xi) lncredibly' on ''- 
'

same night that the Koch I Snowflake was created' a formation ::'
viously referencing Pisces appeared at Roundway (Fig' 8)' in :-'
exact location of the '94 Oliver's Castle Crescents: the field :-

had received two closely related formations I had previously w - -

ten about in'The Scorpius Hour'article' Error! Bookmark no: :'
fined. The July morning in 1997 that I climbed the Roundwal -

and first saw the'Pisces'formation, I became aware that I wa!

ing the completion of a precognitive dream I had dreamed t" -

years ago! lt was that moment I beheld my personal Philosop-:

Stone. (More on this in a future article')

A month after the GaiaMind meditation took place' Dana Thrb= - .

presented his 'Fractal Miracles of Nature' talk during a Crop '1

cle oriented seminar in Denver, Colorado, also attended by fe :'

researchers Peter Sorensen, Ron Russell, and Michael Glick-'-

During his Presentation Dana illustrated the intricacies of fra::.

structure in nature as expressions of the Creator's infinitely ing:-

ious Mind. He included Koch's fractal theory, and projecte: .

graphic of the'Koch Snowflake fractal' to the rapt audience Da-:

insightful and eloquent demonstration of evidence also reveals :-:

true Creator behind the Crop Circle mystery, compellingly :-:
undeniably. When the Koch I Snowflake appeared the follow -:

July, he was given a personal resPonse: he held The Philosophe- '

Stone.

Browsing in the Avebury bookshop after visiting the fresh Koc-
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Fig. 7 Fig.8

Snowflake formation in July of 1997, I was drawn to a book of tions of Hagal's protection might possibly portend.
Runes that I bought and tucked away for the long flight back to
California. Opening the book later I was stunned to confront the Enigmatically, in the spring of 1997 in a paper written by Nancy
image of Hagal, the Mother Rune (Fig. 9); the rune of disruption Talbot, and released by BLT Research on their biophysical research
that creates change needed for growth, at times catastrophic (xiv), Nancy commented on the geometry found in nature in rela-
change, but one that suggests an eventual move toward a more tion to Crop Circle designs: "Think for example, of snowflakes--
harmonious natural balance (xii). Hagal, the 'lucky star', the 'hex their amazing variety and delicacy of pattern. If snowflakes were
(hexogonol) sign'of folktradition,commonlyseenasadecoration considerable larger than they are we would surely be as as-
on barns or windows, to ward off bad weather and other natural tounded by them as we often are by the crop formations."
disasters. I read with mouth agape as I realized the significance of
Hagal, the ninth rune. The 'language' of the 'Northern Tradi- lt appears that we did just that, and they certainly were, and we
tion' (xiii), of the ancient local people of the land, had materialized absolutely are.
asyetanotherlayerofmeaninglwastofindinthatsummer's
Crop Circles. I suddenly recognized Hagal in magnificent 'hex' (To be confinued... in The Word is Nine - Port Two by Ed & r.;;is

signs embossed across the English landscape! I wondered in Sherwood)

amazement what possible future 'bad weather' such heroic invoca-

Fig.9a 9b 9c



KrisWeber Sherwood

O Millennium Research - May 1999

Diagrams/Photos:

Fig. I Koch I Snowflake Crop Circle formation - (frame capture*)

from 'The Stars Alight' - Peter Sorensenl 1997 video

Fig. 2 Philosopher's Stone (2a) & Koch I Snowflake Crop Circle

formation (2b) - diagram by Ed Sherwood

Fig. 3 Step 3 of the Koch Curve Snowflake fractal - diagram by Ed

Sherwood

Fig. 4 GaiaMind astrological chart - GaiaMind website graphic @
www.gaiamind.com

Fig. 5 Stonehenge Snowflake Crop Circle formation - diagram by

Ed Sherwood

Fig.6 Cley Hill Hexagram Crop Circle formation - diagram by Pe-

ter Sorensen

Fig. TAstrological Pisces symbol - diagram by Ed Sherwood

Fig. 8 'Double Ringed Pisces' Crop Circle formation )uly 22123,

1997 - Roundway, near Oliver! Castle hillfort, Wiltshire, UK -

diagram by Ed Sherwood

Fig. 9 The rune 'Hagal', as the 'soli*d hagalaz' (9a) - Runelore by

Edred Thorssen/Samuel Weiser, lnc. 1987/Hagal variations (9b &
9c) - RunicAstrology by Nigel Pennick/Capall Bann Publishing/UK,

diagrams adapted by Ed Sherwood

(*Thanks to Kristina Schoentag for her assistance.)

Footnotes:

li) Hidden Symbolism of Alchemy and the Occult Arts -

Dr. Herbert Silberer/Moffat, Yard & Co. l9lTlDover Publications

lnc. NY USA - Reprint 1971, as referenced in The Woman With
the Alabaster Jar - Margaret StarbirdlBear & Co. Publishing Santa

fe, NM USA 1993

ii) The Holy Bible - KingJamesVersion

iiD The Scorpius Hour of 1994 - Kris Weber Sherwood/

Sightings Magazine/UK Vol.2 lssue 7;The Circular/ lssue 30; Millen-

nium Research Publication 1997 x

iv) & v) Let Us Remember Dragons - Ed Sherwood/Sightings

Magazine/UK Vol. 2 lssue 4; The Circular/lssue 29; Millennium Re-

search Publication 1997 x

vi) GaiaMind Global Meditation and Prayer - Website @
<www.gaiamind.com>

vii) Fractal Language in Nature - Dana Thibault's video prrs.

entation - 1997, available through Backcountry Productions 8Bl

Alpine St. Longmont, CO 8050 I USA. Material derived in ft
from the book Fractals for the Classroom - Heinz-Otto Peigrn
Harmut Jurgens, Dietmar Saupe/Springer Verlag I 992; and d*
work of fractal mathemeticians Michael Beardsley and Bencl
Mandelbrot.

viii) The Archetypal Mandala of the Star of David - essay b7

Margaret Starbird, posted on the GaiaMind website (<wrrx.

gaiamind.com>) Winter I 996

ix) The Women's Dictionary of Symbols and Sacred OL
jects - Barbara G.Walker/Harper San Francisco 1988

x) The Flower of LifeWorkshops - Drunvalo Melchizedek

xi) Dictionary of Symbolism - Carl G. LiungmanlW.W Norton

& Company NY/London

xii) Runic Astrology - Nigel Pennick/Capall Bann Publishing UK

I 995

xiii) Runelore - Edred Thorsson/SamuelWeiser, lnc. USA 1987

xiv) Crop Formations: A Biophysical lnvestigation - Nancy

Talbot/BLT Research, Spring I 997

*These articles posted onThe Millennium Researclrl

Ed & Kris Sherwood Homepage @<httpzll
cropci rcleconnector.com/Mi llennium/mi llennium.

html.
Homepage hosted byThe Crop Circle Connector

Website @ <http://cropcircleconnector.com>

Mailingaddress: Email:millennium9@earthlinIc
net

Ed & Kris Sherwood
Millennium Research

P.O. Box 2084
Santa Monica, CA

90405 USA

Song lyric references:

Graceland - Paul simon/Warner Bros. Records 1986

Still To Come?
Here are some Nalive American motifs - will we see them in our fields?
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BllOI( RTUITWS
ANCIENT ENERGIES OFTHE EARTH

by David Cowan with Anne Silk. Published by Thorsens 1999

tl5.99 - 320pp - maps, photos & diagrams (Colour & b&w plates)

Review by Ray Cox

David Cowan is an independent researcher into earth energies

and has walked many miles tracing enersy Datterns, which reso-

nate from Ley Lines, standing stones and stone circles. Anne Silk

is well known to us as a CCCS member of long standing. She is

an environmental health researcher, and her thirty year-s of work
as a contact lens consultant led her to explore reacrrons to neo-

toxins in the environment. She has lectured widely on the effects

of ambient electromagnetic fields on the eye and the brain.

I'm not sure that having two quite different writers is a good idea.

There is some overlap and the tentative link with subtle earth en-

ergies and also dowsing with particular reference to Tom Leth-

bridge, but the text is really divided into two, with David Cowan's

somewhat protracted content forming over half the contents.

This section describes in detail leys and energy parterns discov-

ered in the Highlands of Scotland. We learn how energies ai-e re-

ceived and transmitted via such sites as burial places, standing

stones, etc., and how the precise siting of such features serves to
make for the best use of ancient 'magic'. He recounts how our
ancestors manipulated such oatterns to create their enigmatic

megalithic system, by describing many strange phenomena and old

legends. After many years, Cowan discovered how to build a ma-

jor working ley using energy from vclcanic anomalies.

It was particularly satisfying io arrive at Anne Silk's section, for I

knew that she would show in a logical fashion. what is happening

when energies work as they do. lt is full of fascinaring insights and

at the end you will realise how innately logical and full of com-

monsense the science is. lt is the Earth and man's connection
with it that contains the answers we want to know. Electric and

:nagnetic sensitivities to geological forces, particularly the effects

of quartz, are outlined. There are lots of subjects covered and

,rany relate to crop circles: How genuine ones conform to
'lhladni patterns with ultra-sound; the controversial possibility

'-nat circles can form at the boundary of Herzian waves, geophys-

:s and thoughr. Many topics fit a geophysical picture: phantom
'.otsteps; voices and other auditory phenomena (all found with
:.op circle anomalies, including the so-called'Dragon's Foot-
rrnts'); abductions; nrissing time and other trme ancmalies; ball

ghtning etc., etc. Though natural fc,rces might not supply all the
:nswers, the theories produced here happiiy fit in weil with the
:.tcepts of our own Jim Lyons in subtie energies, and with Steve
::ge's water connection. Especially also with AIbert Budden's the-
: / of rransient EM Pollution affecting the brain. (l suggest that
: - e reason for Budden still being out there on a lirnb - as Terence

Meaden's Plasma Vortex Theory was, although now increasingly

seen as a pioneerrng concept - is because many ufologists still

want to believe in space ships with pilots.)

Because of the longer first hall it was slightly disappointing in the

last analysis that Anne Silk's section could not have had more

space so that her ideas could have been outlined in greater depth

and explored in a little more detail. But don't let that deter you

from reading this interesting study of our geologically and biologi-

cally living planet's strangest manifestations and their effect on the

physical and human world.

CROP CIRCLES -THE GREATEST MYSTERY OF MOD-
ERNTIMES

by Lucy Pringle Published by Thorsons 1999 {.16.99 l44pp Yany

coloureC and black and white plates.

Review by Roy Cox

Actually this book well complements Andy Thomas's 'Vitol Srgns'as

the format is very similar, both ln size and presentation. Also it
adds to Andy's book more detail of the kind of research which

Lucy has made her own special field - the effects on people, ani-

mals and equipment. lt is a compliment to this book - both

books - that,whilst to us seasoned croppies there is little particu-

lar-iy new that they may not have already read or heard about, it
deserves a place on every enthusiast's and interested person's

bookshelf. Because it is fascinating - and so terribly short when

one is constrained to read it almost at a sitting. Just a glance at
sorne of the chapter titles: Physical Effects and Emotional Effects;

Remote Effects and Synchronicity; Other Levels of Consciousness;

Effects on Animals; Mechanical Failures and Other Anomalies; Lu-

minosities etc.

Lucy writes in an easy personal style, yet with a profusion of inter-

estint information, with lots of anecdotes, both personal and

other. There are also plenty of clear photos, both in colour and

biack and white. The coloured ones might be new to many unless

they have some of Lucy's individual photos.

Cynics and others might suggest that there is only a small market
for crop circle books these days, outside of crop circle people that
is. But is this really so when we have seen some interest in the
media over the past two seasons? lt is precisely because of this,

and the fact that the media, newspapers and television have only

entertained the public with the hoaxing side, that it is so vitally
important that such books as this appear in bookstores and must

be read. Every copy sold will cio a little to redress the balance.

Such books contain the very evidence and data that the media



Ieave out, either because they choose to or because they are igno-

rant of the complete picture.

Treot yourselves,both of these books on this fascinoting sub-
ject of ours will become historical documents ond collectors
items.

CROP CIRCLES
By Lucy Pringle

Publication Date; 20 September 1999

Reviewed by George Bishop

This book is subtitled "The Greatest Mystery of Modern Times", a

slight misnomer since the book admits that it is discussing events

that happened as long ago as the I 7th Century. Accompanying

the book was a press release by the publishers, Thorsons of Lon-
don who wrote as follows;

"For the last l0 years Lucy Pringle has taken to the skies in heli-
copters and small planes to photograph crop circles. Her stun-
ning aerial photographs reveal the geometric beauty of the differ-
ent forms they take: the mandalas, spirals, pentagrams, double he-

lixes and the fractals of chaos theory, which display a mithemati-
cal precision that appears to be beyond the realms of human ca-

pability."

To date more than 5000 such formations have appeared in over
40 countriei since the first recorded sighting (in the) I 7th Cen-
tury. Thef have appeared throughout the world in ice, sand, sun-

flowers, corn and even tree tops, but it is in Britain that they are

at their most spectacular and their most frequent.

Alongside her photographs Lucy Pringle has conducted scientific
research to reveal the strange effects they have on people and ani-

mals in their vicinity, penetrating a mystery that continues to baffle

scientists around the world. Her research into the electro-
magnetic forces emanating from the circles leads us to consider
more seriously the theory that they are 'gteways' to parallel di-
mensions that could reveal potent secrets about the living earth
and the consciousness of the universe. Lucy Pringle is a leading

authority on the crop circle phenomenon, in touch with scientists

and researchers around the world. She is a founder member of
the Centre for Crop Circle Studies.

When I finished reading the book, compulsively at two sittings, I

sat back to consider a number of aspects; was it merely another
'pretty' book of crop circles? Was it adding anything constructive
to the knowledge of the phenomenon? Was Lucy justified in con-
sidering that she was in a position to write a book on the subiect
in the first place? Now you will have to admit that these are
prefty tough questions for any reviewer to answer other than
very cagily or very honestly!

To take the last point first, I don't think anyone would contest her

'right'to call herself a researcher of some standing in the cropor
cle field, her ten years have been well spent in collecting and (dl
lating evidence in her particular speciality. The quality and cn
position of her photography has gone from excellent to s.pcrb
tive and the presentation of her photographs reflects this r*
Like many of the publications on offer; the Gremlins seem iu
on turning some of the photos the wrong way up (if indeed ttu
is a 'right way), but that in no way detracts from the ensemble- h
fact, serious croppies will while away the odd moment or two rrtL
ing to decide whether if fact they are upside down, or sir*
taken from an awkward angle. The anecdotal and personal c
tents make for a very easy read and quite clearly offers much fuod
for thought and stimulating debate.

Yes it is a pretty book and is filled with lots of wonderful picrrc
of crop circles, enough to satisfy many a croppies voracious apF
tite. ln terms of value for money, this makes the book a very cc-
effective vehicle for the images alone. The quality of most of dr
photographs was excellent,, and even the black and white ols
had a charm of their own. I am not sure that the extra cost d
producing them all in colour might not have been a valuable assrr"

but I suspect that it was an economic factor. (The odd pho
graph that fell below par were generally those taken by odrer
several years ago.) The book has a substantial and satisfying fed o
it. Thorsons and Lucy can be justi{iably proud of their producr L
will also provide a veritable feast for those new to crop cir*
books

On the issue of adding to the knowledge about the phenomenc,
it was less satisrying, as I felt that there was insufficient room tB
expand on some of the issues involved in Lucy's research. \Ab
she skating around some of the more outr6 aspects, or was d:
saving them for another book? A reference in the 'Conclusb'
does suggest that Lucy intends a follow up at some stage, so per-

haps these very minor omissions will be rectified in that.

There were sections on eye-witness accounts, the hoaxers, plysi-
cal and emotional effects, Remote Effects and Synchronicity, eftc
on animals, mechanical failures and other similar anomalies. There
was even a section on luminosities, UFOs and other Realities, )€
somehow it never seemed to coalesce into a whole. The sectin
on silhouettes from the files of Nigel Thomseft & Debbie Parde
was an interesting addition that some researchers will find per-
ticularly useful.

Value for moneyl As compared with buying the, more than lfil
coloured photos individually, you would be more than justified

There are at least as many in black and white as well as other
sketches and illustrations. I did feel that the crop circle site refur-

ences in the index might have benefited from having the appropri.

ate date attached as many such sites have had annual visitations.

All in all, it will find its way onto all croppies bookshelves ard
Christmas lists and deservedly so.

Published by Thorsons in Hordback ot {.16.99 (927) it is ,tU
poges 8x8.5in and the ISBN is: 0 725 3855 3 lt will be q*

Tl ^ l^!-^..1^- l^^..^ ta



oble from oll good booksellers.

PAGAN LOGIC &THE NUMBER LINE !LLUSION
ByVance Cornell (Published by Polar Bear & Co. ISBN I -
882 I 90 - I 5 -7 and priced at $5.95) Roughly f5 lf you allow for

post & packing.

Reviewed by George Bishop

This little book is a very easy and compelling read, particularly if

you want to stretch your mind just that little bit further than

usual. . . .

Mathematicians will already have a rough idea of the contents

from the title, but the 96 pages encompass everything from Maze

Theory,The Absence of Chaos,The Existence of lnfinity,That Rela-

tivityTheory is Disproved by the wave motion of Infinity. lt dis-

cusses Gravity beyond the speed of light,The SocialTheory ofThe

Maze, Sex & Politics, Universal lnstinct and the Logic of lnfinity.

There is even a paragraph on Crop Circles for the purists, with

discussions on the impossibility of circular circles, and the state-

ment that circles actually create their own energy might iust be

the energy that many are detecting in the field.

lf you ever wondered what lay beyond the comfortable envelopes

of Einstein and Newton and what might lie beyond the realms of

infinity and what if there is a speed beyond that of light...read on!

lfAbsolutes stick in your throot then write to Vonce ot Polor Beor & Co,

P O Box ill,Solon,Moine 04979,U9A

Photos CO Brian P James. APRA 1999

Barbury Castle - July 1999

GROP GIRGLES
DEGIPHERED

By Neil Olsen

Crop Circles are a product of
an intelligent force that is not

of this world.
This mysterious force is trying
to communicate with us by us-

ing Biblical symbols, meta-
ph o rs;

and numerics.
. This book now contains the

1 997 and 1 998 updates.

72 pages, illustrated, price:
$18.00 us (t12.00)

post & packing $4.00 (t2.00)

Send to.

SOVOT Unlimited,
Site 21, Comp 4,

RRs Pell Road, Gibsons,
BC Canada VON 1V0
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Unfolding the Crop Circles

B,y, [Cns. Rourcld

Section I - lntroduction

One thing thot is obsolutely cleor obout crop circles is thotthey give us

some remorkobly exact geometric relotionshrps. Remember the work of

John Martineou, Gerold Howkins and Wolfgong Schindler who hove

shown us thot the geometric shopes of the pentogrom, the pentogon

ond others fit neotly into the crop formotions.They moke sense ond give

us some hints to the deeper meaning of the formations. They also work

with equilaterol triongles, cubes, etc.

lf one is about to analyse the crop formations, you have to start
with simple things. The simplest thing in three dimensions is the
tetrahedon. lt is the platonic solid made up from four equilateral

triangles but this object exists in three dimensions and crop cir-
cles are two-dimensional. So we must bring something from three
dimensions into two. That reminds us of the problems which

quantum physicists are facing; energy is said to be in a four- (or
more) dimensional world. The world we see is made up from
three dimensions but everything in this 3D world is acting from
the energy of the higher dimensions. So how is this energy com-

ing from the higher dimensions into our three dimensions? lt is

interesting that modern physics uses the simplest thing in the uni-

verse, the tetrahedon, to explain the energy flow from higher di-

mensions to our 3D world. Physicists are saying that everything

that is rotating gains its energy from the fuct that it is rotating in

higher dimensions also and the higher dimensional rotation is let-

ting some energy flow through the tetrahedon in the three di-

mensions. The interaction takes place if one puts a tetrahedon
into a rotating sphere. This sphere is everything from the small

electron up to the large Sun. Let's put a tetrahedon into the Sun

so that the tip will be at the South Pole of it. Automatically, the
other three tips will be at the nofthern latitude of I9.5" and have

a distance of I 20" of longitude from each other. Now the sun-

spots, wild eruptions of electromagnetic energy on the surface of
the sun are largest at 19.5"; this is just one example of the physics

of rotating spheres, driven by a tetrahedon. lt is said that the tet-
rahedon is just a shadow of the inflow of energy from higher di-

mensions. You can view this tetrahedon (l) from mainly two posi-

tions; if you look at a tetrahedon from the top you will see an

equilateral triangle (2) but from the side you will see a 'slightly

pressed in'tetrahedon (3). It may look odd but its the same tatra-
hedon ans this view will become important when we are analysing

the maior formations from 1990 and I 991 with their 'fingers'.

A physicist from the USA, Richard C. Hoaglandr, has proven that
at least one malor crop formation is ultimately linked to the phys-

ics of higher dimensions. He analysed the 199 I Barbury Castle

formation and showed absolutely clearly that this single crop
glyph depicts the physics of rotating spheres with all its key angles

(ike 19.5"). The reason why this is so is because it shows us the
energy flow from higher (at least 4) dimensions to our three. lt is

a shadow of things evolving in higher dimensions brought inro our
two dimensional fields. So we go from four to two dimensions -
can't be that easy! ln this series of articles I am going to apply this
physics further on to all major formations of the last seven years.

But before I do, Iet's take a look at the Upton Scudamore 1987

formation. lt is a simple 'quincunx' shape and we need a 'standard'

length in order to analyse it; we simply take the biggest circle of
the formation and define its radius as the 'standard' measure of
this formation (other formations will have their own 'standard')

I see also: http:\\www.enterprise.com\

Now we redraw the formation with the standard measure and

we get a kind of 'medicine wheel' shape that has a ra-

dius three times our 'standard length'. This is an im-

portant principle that will be discussed later.

By drawing in two triangles, we see a tetrahedon both

from the top and from the side (dotted line). The tet-
rahedon can be seen from the top with one smaller

circle, the lower one, which is outside of the triangle.
This view gives us the dlstance of the smaller circles
from the middle circle but if we take the view of the
tetrahedon from the side, we see the lower smaller
circle neatly enclosed by this tetrahedon. So we have

got one formation defined by different views of the
geometric figure, which is behind all this: the tetrahe-
don.

1: A Tetrahedron in a sphere
2: Viewed from the top

3: Viewed from the side

ffi ffi



Upton Scudamore

The middle circle is

inside the tetrahe-

don and the small

circles are accom-

panying it but they

are outside of the

tetrahedon. Like

the electromag-

netic wave has got

basics (the electric

and the magnetic

parts) which are

perpendicular to

each other, this

crop formation

(and others which will be seen in the next articles) has got two

tetrahedons which are perpendicular to each other. Maybe they

are iust one tetrahedon in higher dimensions like the unified field

from electricity and magnetism is the one electromagnetic field

but nevertheless all this is depicted in the separate tetrahedons.

By the way, the centre of the four smaller circles are the centres

for the new drawing of the middle circle over them and one can

do other things with the small circles' Richard Hoagland was the

one who extracted degrees of latitude from crop circles- He pro-

jected the inner circles of a formation to the overall diameter and

then took the angles from that.

Drawing line I from the centre of the middle circle as shown to-

gether with the radius from the centre through the middle and

small circle will give the angle 30'. Line 2 starting from the middle

of one of the smaller circles gives us the angle 60'. We now have

the angle which you need to draw a triangle from the middle cir-

cle : 30' and the inner angle of every equilateral triangle is of

course 60'. This single formation from Upton Scudamore 1987 is

making itself clear through the hidden geometric structures and

this is true for most other'quincunx' formations.

The idea behind all this is to let the crop circles unfold them-

selves; it all started with a simple circle, then we had lots of cir-

cles with different radii at different locations, then we got

'quincunx' formations and all are built up from simple circles.

They ar-

range in a

new
(medicin e-

wheel-like)
way by tak-

ing one sin-

gle measure.

So the first

shapes are

rePeating
th emselves

in the new

shapes of

the quin-

cunx shapes. Now we take these quincunx or 'medicine-wheC

formations and apply the same principles to all the maior forn*
tions and get some remarkable results. The information from r-
lier formations (1980-89) is expressed in more recent formatioc

(1990-92) in a clearer way and after 1992 there is some repeti

tion but each year is iust an explanation of previous years. This i
like tumuli and Stonehenge; single tumuli may have been used fr
astronomical reasons but we can't see this nowadays but Ston+

henge is so filled with geometrical relationshiPs that we can tel

the exact purpose of this monument from the arrangement of hs

stones.

Section 2

The principte thot we used in section I of this orticle was o very simple

one: the biggest cicle one con find in o formotion is the frst or stdr}

dord meosure. Thrs rodius is multiplied by three to get the 'bigger ideo'

behind the formation - something thot I would like to call the'medicine-

wheel'.lnside this there is o Plotonic solid, the tetrohedon.The implico-

tions for the Plotonic solids will be discussed loter but it is importontto

know thot multiplicotion with three hos got some meoning behind it

We started with the simple "quincunx" formations but as long as

one goes on to see the formations of the years following 1989, we

get more and more complicated formations. This second section

of the "Unfolding" articles will show that the principles of the dif-

ferent views of a single tetrahedon rePeats itself over the years in

all maior formations. So we will see the same message again and

again expressed in slightly different ways.

This formation appeared at Barnfield in I 990. As one can see, the

biggest circle is the one in the middle. When we take this as the

"main measure", we get an effect that is called "spacing of ele'

ments", this has been discussed by Martineau and other research-

ers. Anyway, we see that the length of the formation is three times

the diameter of its biggest circle. I did not draw all five circles of

the 'medicine-wheel matrix' as it is enough to do these three.

Now we see that the famous 'boxes' inside the middle circle are

at the edges of the two inter-locking tetrahedons, which are

viewed, from the side this time. The two times two 'trails' at the

end of the outer circles will be at 30" North and South, if the

main axis of the formation is the'equator'

Note All 'boxes' in any formation I analysed are on the edges of

inscribed tetrahedons.

This beautiful formation is from 1990 and it was discovered near

Winchester and named 'Gaia'.The biggest circle has got an irregu-

lar shape and the circle that is three times as big as this first one

will hit the second 'lower' circle at its centre. The four tracks'

which start from the biggest circle, will end at the inscribed tetra-

hedon that is this time viewed from the toP. This gives us a re'

markable similarity to the main model used by Stan Tenen and h'rs

Meru Foundation.

A current thesis in physics is that all particles are made from ro-

tating tetrahedons of matter which interlock because matter itsel

o
ot



is an assimila-

tion of little

Particles
which come

together to
form larger

particles. Elec-

trons, Protons
and neutrons

will form to-
gether the

atom and to-
gether with
other atoms,

form a mole-

cule. Moving a

dimension of
size higher; we

see big mole-

cules of life,

like haemo-

globin which

itself is tetra-
hedral again.

This inter-
locking of tet-
rahedons can

be seen in the
'Hand of God'

formation, the
tips ofthe fingers are formed by one tetrahedon (viewed from the
side) and the base ofthe fingers is made by the bigger tetrahedon.
This shows some kind of energy flow from one tetrahedon to the
other larger one. ln another 'Hand' formation from 1990, the view
of the hand is from the top but the message is the same: energy
exchange between tetrahedons.

Now you will ask yourself if the gigantic 'double-dumbbell, forma-
tions from 1990 are constructed in the same way as these,Hand
of God' types. Yes, they are! Nearly all major circles are and also
their locations are yery important too. I have shown that the loca-
tion pattern of crop eircles is tetrahedral so the crop circles are
self-referential.We can see from this that the encoding o{ crop cir-
cles is very elegant, beautiful and multi-layered. There are at least
four levels of decoding all of which are valid, parallel to each other
in their meaning and important. The puzzle is not easy to solve.
The 'double-dumbbell' formations are the key to another pattern;
the medicine-wheel. This pattern has such major implications that
it will be discussed in another article that analyses the circles of
r99t-I993"

Sectiont 3 - Around the Warld

/n this section I wouid like to present further analysis about formotions
oll over the world.lt was mentioned be{ore that my thesis is that all ma-

mation, one would be I ::' r:i::::::':'r::':' ,'

able to see some cigar-shaped energy flowing from the bottom to
top, shaped by the rotation of the tetrahedon.

One of the formations I have already presented at Glastonbury in
1997, was this beautiful formation from Canada (1994). From first
sight it appears quite geometrical and my further analysis showed
that this is a through and through tetrahedral. When we see the
graphic to the left

it is important to know that we have again two ways of looking at
the tetrahedon; first is from the side (this is the small triangle at
the bottom that'carries' the three small circles) and second from
the top (all other triangles). As it is with all other bigger forma-

tions all over the world, we
have an interconnection,

some kind of interlocking

of these two views in one
crop circle.All major circles

only differ from different

addition of sets some views

of tetrahedons. The analysis

of this formation was easy

because it has lots of 60"
angles within it and the

small circles around it are

on lines that point to the
formation too, again with

jor formations ore ex-

pressions of different

views from higher dimen-

sionol energy flow. They

ore shopes of rototing

tetrohedons. This con be

seen, os I hove shown,for

the crop circles from
1989 and l990.Now we

look ot one of the
'dolphin-shoped' formo-
tions from 1991.

This is just one exam-
ple out of dozens for
this year and we see

again the placing of cir-

cles in a format I called

the 'medicine-wheel'.

Automatically the two
boxes that are pointing

outwards from the
main part of the forma-

tion are touching the
tetrahedon, which is to
be seen from the top
this time. I think if one
built up a 3-D model

from this particular for- ,
BaintrietA

Hazely Farm
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anSles of 60'. We can

easily see the placing

of elements between

the tetrahedons, for
example the three

small circles at the

bottom, which are

'carried' by a small

tetrahedon and

which are 'pressed'

by a larger one. As it
is with the 'finger'

and 'hands' of the gi-

gantic formations in

England, the T-shaped

'fingers' here are just

the borders of the

tetrahedons.

Now we return from

Canada | 994 to Aus-

tria 1997. This forma-

tion was found in

Kirnten After ana-

lysing it in the usual

way, I was amazed to
find that I got the

same results as I got

from circles in England and Canada.The 'fingers' are iust the three

bands from the'First Hand Model'that Stan Tenen talk about.We

find two teirahedons viewed from the top here. The last line,

which starts at the top and turns to the left is some kind of indi-

cator for a cube (and this is, as i stated earlier, a higher dimen-

sional view of a tetrahedon), but this was not drawn here.

Anyway, thonks to the exdct drawings of Wolfgang Schindler

and becouse of the ployfut application of the basic 'medicine-
wheel'formot ond the tetrohedons, we see o very exoct result

which gives us the some messoge from Conodo, Englond'and
Austria..

Alton Barnes

Canada

Kflrnten; Austiia

ffi



.,,' , ,,, Refl6cti,dns dn a Seas,oJl
SUmmer,:df 'gg - SIow Start:, Good Finish

by Michael Ne

l:.,: -: '. - . :-::- :- _-: :. :::::--s f:r- the country and

I -:. -- -, ---:-'-:- :i- -:::ieC that the comrng summer
' . _ _ ',.: :::- ::--::- -i <e ihe one we had in 1994. How_

:.:- - :-: :-: i98 *,as a limle down on the numbers of good
':--':--:-. :-: nigher for the man-made ones,that's my opinion
:asec cn rhe formations I have visited, and the pictures of the
ones I have seen taken so far this summer.

A good friend once called me; "that hard-to-please Michael New-
ark", which was of course Barbara Davies, the ex Orculor editor,
chief-cook-and-bottle-washer, a lady to whom we are all indebted
for all the hard work she did for CCCS in those early years. Not
that I would call me "hard to please"; selective perhaps, but we are
all fussy in our own way,we see things in crop circles which please

us, and some things that don't.
Almost all the public who drove around the country this summer
have had one of the best years for crop circles, you could almost
bet on seeing another new one each week in the Avebury area.
For pure entertainment the punters all got their money! worth.
It's true, all the farmers suffered because of the deluge of crop cir-
cles, and can anyone blame them in the Avebury area at the end of
the summerl Precious few people asked permission to visit the
different formations, so how would you feel at the end of the day?

Damaged crop where it's been trampled down is difficult to pick
up again when harvested, so that is lost revenue to the farmer.
No one I know throws money away, so why should farmersl
Think about that next time you wander around someone,s field
without permission. I don't know any farmers anywhere on a

first-name basis, but I can appreciate how they must feel when the
summer comes around again, and strangers stroll all over the
place yet again. ("Where's the shotgun, Doris!")

First crop circle to form was the Weyhill formation in oii-seed
-?De on April 18, close ro Andover, and coming iust days after the
l1,lS ccuncil meeting held there at Busty Taylor's house. (And

: :. ask, no, it \ryasn't us!) The group of circles dowseC
: '.. :-e c:rcle-within-a-circie effect of one part of the

- - - - ''.. Oth. a b,eautiful crop circle formed, first
r .. = .: - . ' : , ::::.:i fr"om public access and well hidden
- _-: '_. -. ,- :-: _ - t :.r: cestgn cf circles and rings built
:-:_-: : ::- -: ' : . - . _... rn rape which takes some
feia -i.,-a-= a=-' _''. --.. =- :re. tn itl)
Yay l0:r :ir. I ::_:: : _. .- -:.:, j:-lr"g n naiural earth

rape. Jusrten days ai.- r ,-:_:-: __-_: - :r..rr n rhe same
area,yet more fatry wc:-<. 3::^ :,:-=,: .:-^-.: :-: :-:vec ro be
strong in natural earth energ,es r',:- :l:: j-...::: :- :l-::-i :

radial earth forces.

Around May 3 lst a crop circle was reported at Hammerwich,.iust
north of Birmingham to West Midlands CCCS members. I drove
over late and dowsed it from the A5, picking up the strong earth
force out to my right in the darkness. I shone my car spotlight
out into the fields and it could be seen on the hillside, a ,thought-

bubble' design of five circles. lnside the largest circle was a

smaller circle standing circle set to one side,with the other circles

tetting smaller down the hill to the west, all with powerful and en-
ergetic natural earth forces coming from them.

Early june saw a formation, which I liked, appear behind the
"Wagon & Horses", at Beckhampton. lt was a large circle and
small circle above it ioined by a path and small ringed circle. Three
photos I took, all had light phenomena in them, and it was not lens
flare each time. July 3rd on Waden Hill, close to Avebury saw a
flower design with one petal smaller than the other seven, a

pointer for us perhaps? Very powerful and strong spider's web of
concentric and radial earth energies here, but it was soon messed
up by people walking around it. A pity as it was so nice, and so
close to maior ley lines.

Back in Hampshire the 'Clanfield Brooch' graced the fields near
Petersfield, (home of Lucy Pringle) a spectacularly complex, yet
graceful formation, perhaps a little bent, but what a performer - so
powerful and energetic. Fareham, Danebury Hill and West Meon
and the Chidden formations; where do you even start with these,
all right out of the record book, and with more power than a fid-
dler's elbow!

Ranking very high on the best list, must come the Dadford forma-
tion, near Silverstone. A crop circle, containing natural Egyptian
and Hindu symbols around it - right out of the history book this
one! AII dowsing strong and special, another gem. Who would
like to stand up and commenr on the historical designs in this for-
mation? I last saw them on the walls of the King's Chamber at
Giza, at that little known place called the furamids, a nice Des.
Res.- 10500 years old, but in good condition - many owners.
Kent was not to be outdone, Birling and Cuxton weighed in with
two heavyweights of their own, the Birling formation was the
more geomerric of the two, and the Cuxton, a triple spiral arm
formation was an eyeful to behold. Whoever said big is best must
be right regarding these two formations, read about them and see
them in the last issue of The Circular.

Essex again was visited in the dark of night, a beautiful complex
formation around August lst at Layer Breton. Six powerful circles
and paths; seed, soil and drawings all show very high absorbed
aura from a crop circle hig and not the place to be standing in



when it comes along to be sure. (Ask Lucy about her fried pigeon

'a-la-cropcircle'.)

lf you thought the crop circle makers never went north, you

would be wrong. Around the middle of July a number of powerful

crop circles started to appear close to the M I near Barnsley, and

they all matched up to their big brothers from the south. Pick of

the three for me was the one near Junction 36 of the M I and

called the "Sunflower", a 90 plus ft. circle with scalloPed edges

around one of its two inner rings. This one also showed a healing

spot inside the larger circle between the rings on its north side. A

seven circle'thought bubble' in an 'L' shaped design near Dod-

sworth, Barnsley, was nice on the eye, and dowsed strong and

natural. The circles' increase in size seemed to follow a set figure

where the increases appeared,yet another Puzzle.

Stourport-on-Severn in Worcestershire ioined the growing band

of crop circle sites with a nice formation 84 ft. across laid clock-

wise during the middle of August. That was not all, above the cir-

cle, to its north side was a line of plaited crop running down the

tram-line for about 12 to 14 ft. some distance away from the cir-

cle. Both edges of.the tramline had had their croP pushed into

the tram to plait with the crop from the other side. Very neat at a

45" angle going west. Nobody would stay close to this Position' it

felt wrong; I dowsed it to be devic in nature and not very friendly

at all. At the end of the plaited crop were two small siiil 'grape

shot'. lt was not a place to stay long, it felt cold and unfriendly. Yet

down the hill where the circle was, the sun shone and the birds

sang. ln places across the slope of the hill, lines of natural earth

energy marked the crops in eight-inch paths. On the circle's

south-west side, a geological fault ran out into the field. This

showed J another line of earth energy visible eight inches wide

and going out into the field and away. My thank to Alison Tread-

well who reported this fine crop circle, one we might easily have

missed in theWest Midlands region.

Now and then something happens with croP circles which has not

happened before;you only have the knowledge to work with from

past experiences, so when something different occurs, it throws

you for a while. One good thing about The Grculor is reading

about the experiences of others out in the fields, so you can pick

up on these things and understand them better for it. This has

not happened to me before this summer, so it is something which

shows the crop circle phenomenon is always changing. A number

of genuine crop circles this summer have come along with a to-

tally different signature to all crop circles I have dowsed previously

over many years. Two crop circles I visited at Sibson this summer

paved the way. Yes, they were powerful and energetic. Yes, they

both had spider.'s webs of concentric and radial earth forces, but

this time both had FEMALE signatures. This is a new development

for me. Yin lines have always been present in many crop circles

before, but they have never been Present without MALE signa-

tures, somehow the female side is becoming more dominant. To

look for a hidden crop circle before, you asked for a male orien-

tated crop circle, and it showed itself if it were genuine, no fuss -

no bother. Now you have the'situation of Circle MakeriDevic

crop circles/and female formations, all carrying their own unique

signature as the controlling force. lt's not enough now to look for

iust the one source of power in any crop circle, you need to a*
for the three earth forces before you look to man-made hoaxiry

The two crop circles that arrived at Fyfield and Wansdyke in Wk-
shire, show to be female by their dowsing signature. I did not pidr

this point up until after the Sibson event changed my thinking. ArF

other thing, the female force which made the Fyfield crop circle'

also made the Wansdyke crop circle, exactly the same dowsing

signature, and this has never ever happened before, matching two

different formations to the same source, male and female in na-

ture. A first for me, and very special. Crop circles are an interest

which drives me along, something new is always just around the

corner. Last but not least, the croP circle at Beckhampton and

called the "Stingray", two Suesses who will claim that one before

Christmas! lt was very special to me, a couple of years ago I

found some crop circles were coming with a strong spiritual influ-

ence. They didn't contain powerful earth earth forces, but

dowsed as 'Devic' and close to God. The "Stingray" shows to be

one of those different crop circles, not the direct work of the cir-

cle maker, but from the same origins. Previously all devic forma-

tions have not been that big in size, but with this one,that's all out

of the window now, and big is beautiful, that seems to be the

theme for this last summer. What a show, something for every-

one, it iust keeps getting better folk!

Carol Pedersen (CCCS Co-ordinator for Oregon) sent me pic-

tures of some US formations from the summer and they are very

special as well, they dowse genuine with lots of natural earth

forces. The seed samples show one to be as powerful as the best

we have had here in the UK this summer. They come with the

normal male orientated earth force we have now come to know

here, but look out UK - the Eltopia, Pendleton and Whiskey Hill

formations along with Whidbey lsland crop formations are fine

and show all the natural earth forces of those here. God's flowers

grow where the soil is good... the croP circles for '98 started

slow for me, but when the brakes came off, they came fast and fu-

rious - what another great year!

Apologies are due to Michoel forthis oiticle being held-over

rcther longer than intended! - Brion I



What Makes A
By George Brs hop

Jusr whai s a -::-r.- --: : :::-:-, a:.-::- :_g:s:s rlLat a

f'c:;< : : ---'_ : : _:_::::- --:::=: _:3- tie credulity of
.--- _ - -,1,:-,,-:a /,-: ::-:=:-r::: : -oax,, l.10Stof us
:.' '. .. . :._-: -::.:-::::,::.s a:d thefarmers involved
. . - -., -' -,-=-- ,-_- :-.. malrcous deceptions. Few of
, . - ', - :_ _. ---:i: :,:-e r arlemprs at copying the ,real thing'.
, -- .,-i: : ::^aidlveSthem?

: -. a Xachiavellian desire to tweak the tails of researchersl ls it a

desrre to test the'experts'expertrsel ls it a simple desire to
'Make Their Mark', a kind of 'Kilroy was 'ere,graphic, akin to the
graffiti left by the 'mindless in charge of an aerosol,? ls it an alter-
native branch of research? ls it an alternative and transitory art
forml Or is it simply vandalism disguised as 'art,l Or is it 'all of
the above'?

How do we know that a 'hoaxer' is a 'hoaxer', or is this a game of
bluff and double-bluff, with counter-bluff thrown in for good meas-
urel

The ultimate hoaxer never need crawl out from under his rock, all
he need do is 'claim' that he created a particular circle or forma-
tion and then bask in the accolade of his fellow conspirators. To-
tally oblivious to the damage he may have wreaked on the hard
work of those who plod along in the shade, collecting data and
statistics for scientific analysis. No matter how positive you might
feel about 'your' circle, it is very difficult not to encounter the odd
disquieting moment when you see reports of our bed-ridden
hoaxeri laying claim to his 'activities'. I wonder if two hoaxers have
ever laid claim to the same formation? l,d love to be a fly on the
wall when they met up, particularly if neither of them had done ir!

Doug and Dave may well have made a lot of circles, although there
is plenty of room for doubt and precious little in the way of good
solid evidence for therr activities. For the moment let us assume
:-r: some of what they claim is true. No, let,s go further and say- : -* :hey claim is true. (Bear with me in this cesspool!) lf

-::. ali of those circles because they had heard of the
- ' . :-:r they were plagiarising the ,work' of others,

. : _ ' . ,. -:*l Even if you beiieved that crop circles
: r - : - - .. _,:_ -q others, you have to ask yourself:
,.'. :: .'.: .. - 

-...:j'^-)

Ser: -3 :. :: ---= .._. :-:. - :-. :. ..-: :: ms of hoaxers are pat_
entiy bcg-: r-: :-:: :--. _ - - : ::-: -- .... r front of the tele_
vision camei-as re-, i:,. 1. .-; - .: :r, _: !=ruine, either. I

appreciate thar ,r i-c-: :, -, :. j . . _...-. -; :.perience
and they may well be sef r:--:- _-_ ._: - --. :,1:-:-.e. very
few look like they are telling rne w-: = :--:- .-: -::- -i :;: :re

truth. They are evasive and often confused in their recollections
of times and places as well as in the simple mechanisms of the
creation of a crop formation. The baseball-hat sighting mechanism
is about as good for making straight lines as a dog,s hind leg, or
the lawbone of an ass. It was interesting to note that in the re-
cent BBC Countryfile programme devoted almost exclusively to the
hoaxing of crop circles. The baseball hat was not demonstrated at
all and the final 'product' was a circle that was twice as big as

planned (so much for the much-vaunted pre_design system shown
in the tabloid press of 1991. Todoy l0th September I99 l) and
ended up with a very poorly rendered version of the Winter_
bourne Stoke 'Swastika' of 1989. presumably it was made bigger
to cover up errors in the originall I can,t imagine that after so
many years of 'experience' Doug Bower would have made such a
fundamental error! And whilst wearing his sighting device too!

It is interesting too that Doug made the statement that he felt
some power compelled him to go on creating circles long after
the 'joke' had worn thin.

The circles shown on this programme were supposed to com_
prise mos( if not all, of the design elements found in crop forma-
tions, the idea being that claims by 'experts, and researchers that
certain elements found in crop formations couldn,t possibly be
created by man, at night" or in the time frame needed to produce
them. Guess who fuiled to complete in time? you got it, Doug
and the ebullient Rupert Segar his apprentice for the night, failed
to complete in time, and had to be helped out by the other team
who did complete their task in the allotted time, if not in the ap_
propriate manner.

Despite the best efforts of ream satan to demonstrate their abiri-
ties, and similar work they carried out recently in New Zealand,
( see Lucy Pringle's article in TC#34) there were a number of sim_
ple design elements that they tailed to incorporate, or were so
elusive I failed to see them. No thin rings. No straight boxes. A
great deal of confusion in layout, several of the outer ring of cir_
cles are out of kilter. (an element that many would have pounced
on as 'proof that they were 'genuine' I hasten to point out) Little
in the way of counrer flows. No news of blown nodes (?) No
camera anomalies. No interview problems. plenty of tracks into
and around the formation. Need I say more? OK, I admit that it
is easy to be critical at this point in time ,knowing, that I am on
safe ground and that this is 'definitely' a hoax. But as a demon_
stration of how easy it is to hoax crop circles? It failed miserably
and if anything, put a shot in the foot of all those who believe that
all crop circles are hoaxes. Another in the foot of all those who
believe that ALL crop circles are genuine. Much like the Crop Cir-
cle Competition ofJuly 1992 it was a bit of an own goal all round.

--_



Could'we'do berterl Well,we made sereral afternps bebre the
BBC programme to get an opportunity to counter tleir argu-
ments, but to date our several aftempts have been treated with
total disdain and mosr of us who tried did not even get rhe cour-
tesy of an acknowledgement. Marvellous just what the BBC

think our licence fee should be invested in!

But we still haven't answered the question of what makes a

hoaxer. ls it possible that the sight of a crop circle stirred the
imagination of a potential young researcher, but when it failed to
respond to his ardent and earnest approach, he decided to 'help' it
along a little? When it still failed to acknowledge his activities on

his behal( did he decide it was all a joke, and thar he might as well
join in the 'fun'l

There can be little doubt that crop circle makers, of the genuine

kind, have their own idea of time and space and what might be a

day to them, may be a summer to us. Their 'humour' is not of our
kind. I have always thought it somewhere between Machiavellian

and mischievous. There often seems an element of trying to keep

our feet on the ground, as if they wanted to keep our egos from
swelling beyond ori means to supporr. Often when, in the early
years of my research, I decided that all crop circles did one thing,
they seemed to about face and counter my statement almost im-
mediately. Terence Meaden is a prime example of where almost all

his arguments were countered by ever more complicated forma-
tions that couldn't possibly encompass his theories. All he needed

was the humility to accept that much of his work led nowhere
and to go back to basics and start. again. Much of his work still fits
the bill to this day and a meteorological element may well predis-
pose a particular area to crop circles. We are all the poorer for
his giving up, having been run ragged by the likes of Doug & Dave

or their ilk. Howeveri we must also be aware that the phenome-

non itself has the same capacity for admonishing the 'expert'!

No doubt some of our hoaxers became hoaxers in creating cir-
cles to 'fool' or 'test' the experts. Their particular failing, in the
case of the 'Wessex Sceptics' for example, was that when chal-

lenged they could not, or would noq list those formations that
they had created. So much for their much vaunted 'scientific

evaluation' based raison d'etre. Some very good and well-known
'researchers' created, and had analysed, data from circles that they
had 'hoaxed' in order to test to their satisfaction the findings of
sclentific researchers. As far as we know this 'testing' proved that
the experts could detect a fake, as the circle did not exhibit the
factors they were looking for. Dr Levengood did not find the
anomalies he was looking for and relations between BLT and the
researchers concerned were more than a little strained when the
'test'was revealed.

Supposedly mature students from one or two universities have

delighted in creating crop circles and then publicly ridiculed the
pronouncements of those researchers who described them. So

much for our investment in further education and the so-called

scientific analysis of the formation by such centres of 'learning'.

-- '.'-',: :::- ^':-: I -::':- ::---.' :-' :----- '.-- -.. -.':: :'

a---,-.- -:::-r -:-: s :s-:l, t:-_s:-2::-l Frrs:r::a: a::-:5_

apparenr ia, lre of the phenomenon ro dance artendance ar rt-: -

beck and calli Frustration that they don'r seem to be able ro li':
the answer and present 'their' findings to an astonished and su ta-

bly adoring publicl Frustration that the general public does nc:
take any notice of their pronouncements on the vital elements c'
circle hunting and testingl Frustration that the answer canno:

simply be found, packaged and revealed in a single summer? Frus-

tration that some got on the gravy train before they didl How

many times have we heard somebody complaining that Colin An-

drews or Pat Delgado got all 'that' money for producing their cof-

fee table books whilst our 'genuine' researcher has to dig deep in

his own pocket!

ls it really that straightforward that some simply can't wait pa-

tlently for the answer and in their frustration at their own inability

to find the answer they turn to hoaxing. A'hobby'in which they

often end up 'frustrating' the genuine activities of researchers and

'frustrating' the enjoyment of many more who simply wanted to
enjoy the mystery and magic of a flattened area of corn.

Many hoaxers are supported by the accolades of their compatri-

ots in crime, who vie with one another to produce bigger and

more complicated patterns, or to place them in locations where

surveillance is being carried out. A sort of 'dare'that will get their
mark maximum publicity. Is it this publicity that they crave? ls it
the desire to get on TV and make their revelations before the

basilisk eye of the hi-eight that makes all that energy-consuming

labour in the small hours worthwhile. The sheer logistics of Doug

& Dave's activities simply do not add up. lf they took all night to
create a relatively simple circle, just how did they get ro create so

many in one nighr, let alone others from Lands End to Aberdeen!

So, there were other teams active, Doug claims; then how come

so many of them had similar themesl He also claims that they

made circles more complicated in order to 'prove' Dr Meaden

wrong in his assumptions. So how come simple circles, dumbbells,

triplets, ringed formations and so on still appeared and only the

'curly men' seemed to stopl How come they were being found all

over the country, not just in Doug & Dave's localityl

Even his claims to have "Started the hoaxing in the late 70's" is

open to question, in fact it is in itself as much a hoax as any other
attempt to prey on our credulity. Terry Wilson has recorded

more than 300 recorded crop circles prior to 1980 and many of
them go back to the beginning of the 20th Century, let alone

those of the l9th, l7th, l6th and even the lOth Century! Will
Doug try to claim that these were his and Dave's ideas too? Did

they conquer Time as well as Space in their endeavours on our
behalfl

ls hoaxing a disease that is somehow contagiousl Can we be in-

fected by close proximity with another 'carrier'l ls the Barge a

safe piace to visitl

No doubt our'hoaxers'acriviries (or his claims) bring him in close

contact with others of his ilk and teams. like Team Satan. will co-
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agulate into grcrrps trho will continue to dog our researchers and

corrupt our dam hses for years to come. Appeals to their better
nature hae a,.\lrq/s friled. Appeals for details of their activities have

usualty proved ircoodusive or non-existent. Proof of their activities

is often impossible to acquire and sometimes even some proof of
their very exbtence is fraught with mystery and intrigue.

ln the lodo), article of I99 l, one of the sub-headings claimed

"Hoaxers come out in the open". Well, one thing you can guaran-

tee? Openness is not a factor in their nefarious activities!

What makes a hoaxer? Let us all hope we never find out!

Refs: Todoy Newspoper I 1th September I 99 I ; Ihe Secret History of
Gop Ci r cles by Ter ry Wils o n

LETTERS
Dear Nick
This point has been addressed in the past many times, and
people like John Langrish produced ground plans that
seemed to be well within the 1% figure that you require.
Unfortunately, wtry would you want to go on producing such
detailed plans only to find that you had invested a greit deal
of time on a hoaxed formation? (Refer lssue Vol. 2 No. 1 for
example) Rodney Hale produced work in which he took
oblique ground shots and converted them into ,overhead,
images. (Refer issue 31, page 15) peter Sorenson has
ah,vays pointed out that his silhouettes are an idealised
version without the precision that you require. I also note that
the sketch you sent might be used by some to indicate that it
would be possible for human agency to create this design by
substituting your compass, for peg and rope in the field.

ldeally what we need are details of formations where it would
not be possible to create such formations with peg and rope,

Pecc : -=,. ...' /i o.dering foryears about Gerald Hawkins
ri-^-rlel-, -.1 :-: : -3 es appear in diatonic_scale ratios. To
cnecFt _: :- :- s l.e reeds circle diameters measured to one
pe.ce-: a-: r,-: ^as that accuracy these days? we should
grve = -;- :-:-:y to obtaining vertical images of the
forma::-s --^'FAi example: the 12-circle ,Torus'(1 1 July
1997 a: : :: - tr. crs may
harre had rts gienerating
cirde m which tle centres
of the twelve others were
placed with just hatf the
radius of these cdfrer visible
cirdes. but fle image was
not good ernugh to tell this.

I sr.ggest a construdbn for
the 'Scmrtai design
(Barbury Casde. 23 July
1S99) rufricft I obtained after

Prontaprint had
sfredrcd the image, by
about one third. to make it
approximatety circular (a
laser printer can do this).
Disceming such 'latent
geomehf becomes more
impo(ant following on the
geometrical researches of
Bert Janssen (in his video).
We live in a society that
respects mathematical-
scientific analyses and
would be taken more
seriously if we were to be
performing this vital mathematical transform on obliquely
photographed air photos of believed-genuine formations.
Yours sincerely
Nick Kollerstrom PhD.

or to be able to recreate them with compass and dividers. I

believe many have found it extremely difficult to recreate the
Hackpen Hill formation of July 19g9 for instance (See issue
37) ls this an indication of a new geometric form or a
challenge by the circle makers? Time will tell

Construction of Brrburv Crsdc 'scimitrn': Drrw two concentric circles wirh retio 3:4. then divide
circumferencc itrto 6 in the ususrl wey. phcing comprss at .A', drrw rrc 'AB. (threc times), then placing
comptss rt'C', drew'CD' (threc timcs).
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Barbury castle 'Scimitars' 23 Julr- 1999 Nick Kollerstrom



Review of Calendars for the Millenium
By George Bishop

One Doy ot o Time: , suppose calendar mokers must be reo-
sonobly optimistic obout the future, since they ore in the busi-
ness of selling us greot chunks of it ot a time. Or perhaps they
ore cashing in on the uncertointy eorly?

So for I hove hod two colendars sent to me for the yeor 2000.

The first offering is from Llewellyn Publications in USA and is

priced at $12.95 (Llewellyn Publications, St Paul, MN 55 164-0383,

USA) lt is available in the UK from Airlift Book Co.,8 The Arena,

Mollison Avenue, Enfield, Middlesex, EN3 7NJ and it is priced at

{l 1.99.+ l0% for P&PTheirTelephone number is 0l8l 804 0400

I3" wide by 10" high, it opens out to double the height with the
lower half dedicate{ to a month in the traditional 'box' style. The

top half is the .iuicy bit, it is comprised of twelve different pictures

of crop circles, (approx.9" x 10") one for each month, taken by a

number of photographers, mostly, but not wholly, aerial ones.

There is also a section dedicated to the writings of a number of
people active in crop circle research. Not all of them what we

might call 'household names', this side of the Atlantic, but all of the

text is interesting, contemporary and much of it very illuminating.

There is a very interesting preface by Ron Russell and then a few

words abofrt the various contributors.
Much of the calendrical data is of a transatlantic flavour; but the
phases of the moon and the dates are international, as are the re-

ligious dates. lt is a calendar in the strictest sense of the word, al-

though I hncy many of our readers will buy it for the pictures

alone.

The pictures are of circles from many different yearg, yet still have

the power to move the observer, as will most of the writingsiThe
quality of the images is excellent, as is the overall design, although

I suspect we will have problems with the silly little hole from
which we are expected to hang it. I find that a small paper clip

over the hole adds support until May when there is sufficient

pates to hold the calendar without tearing. lt would probably be

okay if it wasnt for the fact that visitors simply cannot resist rurn-
ing over the pages to see what other images there are to be

found.

Some of the writing is the work of known hoaxers, and I suspect

many will take exception to their somewhat crass and ingenuous

comments. However, as an ecumenical exercise in 'where we are

now' Llewellyn has succeeded in presenting not only an excellent

array of photographs across the spectrum, but a similar cross-

section of croppie thinking and ideas. lt will find a very useful place

in our homes and Christmas lists. I thought their UK price was a

bit steep, so it might pay you to iultivate some pen pals in the US

to acquire a copy for you!

The second offering if from Lucy Pringle who has entitled her

calendar; "Crop Circles of the Millennium"

(Available from Lucy Pringle, 5 Town Lane, Sheet, Petersfield,

Hampshire, GU32 2AF) Priced at f I0 to which you will need to
add f 1.50 P&P for the UK, {2 in Europe and f3.50 Rest of the

World. lf you send $cheques please allow for bank charges.

ll.5" by 8.5", spiral bound, it follows the traditional pattern of a

'drop-down' page which offers, three photographs, all taken by

Lucy, the crop circles ones, all aerial shots, are roughly 8'x8" with
two smaller ones on the side. ln addition there is a small silhou-

ette on each calendar page by Nigel Tomsett & Debbie Pardoe.

The smaller photographs were taken by Lucy, of flora, fauna, places

or other oblects from the area around the circles that seemed to
Lucy somehow connected to the main illustration. Each page is

accompanied by an apposite quote from a variety of sources.

Again, these images were drawn from a number of years from
l99l to 1998 and in order of seniority too!

There is an introductory, full page, article by Lucy giving an inter-
esting overview of the phenomenon to date, a full page "Two

years at a glance" calendar and then the real 'meat' ofthe exercise,

the calendar itself.

At first touch I was aware that it was far more substantial than all

the others I have handled, and printed on far heavier weight paper;

in fact I would have to refer to it as card. The photos are on a

glossy surhce, which adds to the quality of the images. Every illus-

tration is titled and dated. The hole for hanging this calendar is

very substantial and would appear to have addressed the hanging

problem. The calendar page itself has a matt finish for ease of writ-
ing those essential little notes. lt was also packed in a very impres-
sive custom-made sleeve.

Lots of relevant calendrical data, for the UK at least, but a really

superb calendar that will be popular with all croppies. I learnt

quite a few things from this calendar too, although the connecrion

between the main picture and some of the supporting ones was

sometimes a little obscure to me.

I would hesitate to choose between the two, and this might be a

fruitless task in any case, since those who buy such calendars are

most likely to buy both anyway! On balance I would have to give

Llewellyn second place.

Th^ ni,^.,r^- l^^..^ ra



What If?
Musing on some aspects of communicating with the Circle Uakers

By Iain Hall

What if. genuine crop circles are really the messages of
some Inter-dimensional being, rather than the random
pattern of sonre misunderstood or anonymous natural
phenomenon? It matters not a wit, if they are the random
doodling of some multidimensional being or a coherent and
grammatically correct message aimed at whoever lives in
this benighted dimension. They would of necessity reflect a
measure of the potential intelligence of some being from
another race, an alien in the purest form, perhaps more alien
to us than anything our minds can possibly comprehend.

What if, by their nefarious activities, hoaxers are .replying'

to these messases, or at the very least responding to the
activities of the genuine correspondent? At least they are
making the effort. although I can't help wondering just what
our circle makers are reading into the graffiti hoaxers inflict
in our fields. Will rhey automatically recognise the Soil
Association logo? Or the Mazda cars advert and differentiate
these from other 'random' circles? It is rather like going
into a clothin,s store and buying one of this years fashion
items; a tee shirl with oriental pattern and an ideogram in
Japanese. How'do you know that the ideogram is a polite
phrase and not a particularly nasty turn of phrase that
suggest that you fornicate elsewhere?

What if, by their very nature, said multi-dimensional beings
take exception to our random messages and decide to dojust
that? .How would we feel if we started getting letters and
emails filled with random collections of glyphs that made no
sense at all? (Yes, I get them too!) Isn't there a statistical
theory that suggest that if you gave an infinite number of
chimpanzees an infinite number of typewriters, one of them
would come up with the works of Shakespeare. Grea! but
imagine how much garbage you would have to wade through
to find it! Think about the fact that it might not start at the
beginning of the page and think how many times you find an
almost complete copy that failed on the last page! Statistics
can prove almost everything, or anything but as a basis for
prooftheyjust don't add upl

What if, said multi-dimensional intelligence is in the
position of our Chimpanzee invigilator? How long before he
discovers some coherent meaning in the random .messages'

he may be struggling to interpret? Or will he give up in
disgust, as each tnessage seems to peter out into the mindless
chattering of sirrrian digital coincidence. Would it be better
not to send anvthing. or is anything better than nothing
would be? Is there perhaps a place for both hoaxers
activities and eren the work of birds and wind? Should we
be thinkin,e ol rnaking a concerted effort, perhaps via the
'kind' offices of the hoaxers to send a series of .coherent'

shapes in order ro see if we generate an intelligible response?

What if, in our ignorance. we send some highly
inflamrnatory declaration of war. or an invitation to eat us?

What if, despite assumptions to the contrary, our Circle
Maker has been trying to contact us for millennia? perhaps
previous attempts have been seen as places to be avoided or
places to be venerated by our ancestors who erected fences
of stone around them, or marked them out as places of ill
omen, not to be approached at night and best left alone just
in case! Is the current flurry of circles therefore the
reflection of the frantic activit) of hoaxers, or a flurry of
signals from wherever or acknowledging our response to
their desultory attempts during the past few millennia.

What if, despite our modemistic and mechanistic leanings,
we are being called to crop circles to make contact with
whatever or whoever is sending them? perhaps these beings
are expecting us to go into a crop circle and call out to them
to give us an answer, or to make supplication in some way,
or to show due deference to the higher intelligence that has
managed a feat that we cannot even begin to comprehend?
Are we ready to wear sackcloth and ashes, to scourge
ourselves, or fast, or do whatever it takes to make contact in
the way that most of the Biblical prophets did in the time
honoured manner? Without gening into a religious debate or
being in any way sacrilegious about the identity of the multi-
dimensional being responsible for the circles, it may well be
that we need to adapt this methodology to make a break-
through. Meditation may not be sufficient. as it demands an
egotistical demeanour that might not be sufficiently selfless
to activate the message rel4y. Perhaps it is too introverted
and we need a wild eyed, evangelical approach. The violent
mental outburst may be more in keeping with breaking down
the dimensional barriers than the gentleness of nirvana.

What if, despite our initial relucrance to admit it, we have
got it all wrong all along? Nature is neither cruel nor kind.
She behaves in an even-handed fashion. Sure, the weak go
to the wall, but that is the road to success. The preservation
of the weak leads to a dilution of ability. The passing of the
weak adds to the success of the strong. Do we need to take a
stronger and more determined attitude to this phenomenon.
It has been proved that mental 'outburst' have an almost
palpable presence and may move objects as in telekinetics.
Is this what we need to make contact with the circle makers?
Someone with the purposefulness and singularity of mind to
go out and do it without worrying about his personal
appearance, reputation or his sanity?

What il all this time, it has been our egos that have
prevented us from making that breakthrough that so many
seek? Is the ego our protective 'fence' that locates us in time
and space. A barrier for self-preservation. self-protectionism
for our sanity and our sense of our place in the Cosmos. Can
we shuck it off like an overcoat? Can it be sublimated so
easily? Can we survive without it?

What if.....?

Tlr^ l^i-^'.t^- l^^.,^ ta
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